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POLITICS AND THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE
Most people who bother with the matter
at all would admit that the English language
is in a bad way, but it is generally assumed
that we cannot by conscious action do
anything about it. Our civilization is
decadent, and our language—so the argument
runs—must inevitably share in the general
collapse. It follows that any struggle against
the abuse of language is a sentimental
archaism, like preferring candles to electric
light or hansom cabs to aeroplanes.
Underneath this lies the half-conscious belief
that language is a natural growth and not an
instrument which we shape for our own
purposes.
Now, it is clear that the decline of a
language must ultimately have political and
economic causes: it is not due simply to the
bad influence of this or that individual writer.
But an effect can become a cause, reinforcing

the original cause and producing the same
effect in an intensified form, and so on
indefinitely. A man may take to drink
because he feels himself to be a failure, and
then fail all the more completely because he
drinks. It is rather the same thing that is
happening to the English language. It
becomes ugly and inaccurate because our
thoughts are foolish, but the slovenliness of
our language makes it easier for us to have
foolish thoughts. The point is that the process
is reversible. Modern English, especially
written English, is full of bad habits which
spread by imitation and which can be avoided
if one is willing to take the necessary trouble.
If one gets rid of these habits one can think
more clearly, and to think clearly is a
necessary first step towards political
regeneration: so that the fight against bad
English is not frivolous and is not the
exclusive concern of professional writers. I
will come back to this presently, and I hope
that by that time the meaning of what I have
said here will have become clearer.
Meanwhile, here are five specimens of the
English language as it is now habitually

written.
These five passages have not been picked
out because they are especially bad—I could
have quoted far worse if I had chosen—but
because they illustrate various of the mental
vices from which we now suffer. They are a
little below the average, but are fairly
representative samples. I number them so that
I can refer back to them when necessary:
(1) I am not, indeed, sure
whether it is not true to say that the
Milton who once seemed not unlike
a seventeenth-century Shelley had
not become, out of an experience
ever more bitter in each year, more
alien (sic) to the founder of that
Jesuit sect which nothing could
induce him to tolerate.
Professor Harold Laski (Essay in
Freedom Of Expression)
(2) Above all, we cannot play
ducks and drakes with a native
battery of idioms which prescribes
such egregious collocations of

vocables as the Basic Put Up With
for Tolerate or Put At A Loss for
Bewilder.
Professor Lancelot Hogben
(Interglossa)
(3) On the one side we have the
free personality; by definition it is
not neurotic, for it has neither
conflict nor dream. Its desires, such
as they are, are transparent, for they
are just what institutional approval
keeps in the forefront of
consciousness; another institutional
pattern would alter their number
and intensity; there is little in them
that is natural, irreducible, or
culturally dangerous. But On The
Other Side, the social bond itself is
nothing but the mutual reflection of
these self-secure integrities. Recall
the definition of love. Is not this the
very picture of a small academic?
Where is there a place in this hall of
mirrors for either personality or
fraternity?

Essay on psychology in Politics
(New York)
(4) All the "best people" from
the gentlemen's clubs, and all the
frantic fascist captains, united in
common hatred of Socialism and
bestial horror of the rising tide of
the mass revolutionary movement,
have turned to acts of provocation,
to foul incendiarism, to medieval
legends of poisoned wells, to
legalize their own destruction of
proletarian organizations, and rouse
the agitated petty-bourgeoisie to
chauvinistic fervor on behalf of the
fight against the revolutionary way
out of the crisis.
Communist pamphlet
(5) If a new spirit is to be
infused into this old country, there
is one thorny and contentious
reform which must be tackled, and
that is the humanization and
galvanization of the B.B.C.

Timidity here will bespeak canker
and atrophy of the soul. The heart
of Britain may be sound and of
strong beat, for instance, but the
British lion's roar at present is like
that of Bottom in Shakespeare's
Midsummer Night's Dream—as,
gentle as any sucking dove. A virile
new Britain cannot continue
indefinitely to be traduced in the
eyes, or rather ears, of the world by
the effete languors of Langham
Place, brazenly masquerading as
"standard English." When the
Voice of Britain is heard at nine
o'clock, better far and infinitely less
ludicrous to hear aitches honestly
dropped than the present priggish,
inflated, inhibited, school-ma'amish arch braying of blameless
bashful mewing maidens.
Letter in Tribune
Each of these passages has faults of its
own, but quite apart from avoidable ugliness,

two qualities are common to all of them. The
first is staleness of imagery; the other is lack
of precision. The writer either has a meaning
and cannot express it, or he inadvertently says
something else, or he is almost indifferent as
to whether his words mean anything or not.
This mixture of vagueness and sheer
incompetence is the most marked
characteristic of modern English prose, and
especially of any kind of political writing. As
soon as certain topics are raised, the concrete
melts into the abstract and no one seems able
to think of turns of speech that are not
hackneyed: prose consists less and less of
words chosen for the sake of their meaning,
and more and more of phrases tacked
together like the sections of a prefabricated
hen-house. I list below, with notes and
examples, various of the tricks by means of
which the work of prose-construction is
habitually dodged:
Dying Metaphors. A newly-invented
metaphor assists thought by evoking a visual
image, while on the other hand a metaphor
which is technically "dead" (e.g., Iron
Resolution) has in effect reverted to being an

ordinary word and can generally be used
without loss of vividness. But in between
these two classes there is a huge dump of
worn-out metaphors which have lost all
evocative power and are merely used because
they save people the trouble of inventing
phrases for themselves. Examples are: Ring
The Changes On, Take Up The Cudgels For,
Toe The Line, Ride Roughshod Over, Stand
Shoulder To Shoulder With, Play Into The
Hands Of, An Axe To Grind, Grist To The
Mill, Fishing In Troubled Waters, On The
Order Of The Day, Achilles' Heel, Swan
Song, Hotbed. Many of these are used
without knowledge of their meaning (what is
a "rift," for instance?), and incompatible
metaphors are frequently mixed, a sure sign
that the writer is not interested in what he is
saying. Some metaphors now current have
been twisted out of their original meaning
without those who use them even being
aware of the fact. For example, Toe The Line
is sometimes written Tow The Line. Another
example is The Hammer And The Anvil, now
always used with the implication that the
anvil gets the worst of it. In real life it is

always the anvil that breaks the hammer,
never the other way about: a writer who
stopped to think what he was saying would be
aware of this, and would avoid perverting the
original phrase.
Operators, or Verbal False Limbs. These
save the trouble of picking out appropriate
verbs and nouns, and at the same time pad
each sentence with extra syllables which give
it an appearance of symmetry. Characteristic
phrases are: Render Inoperative, Militate
Against, Prove Unacceptable, Make Contact
With, Be Subjected To, Give Rise To, Give
Grounds For, Having The Effect Of, Play A
Leading Part (Rôle) In, Make Itself Felt, Take
Effect, Exhibit A Tendency To, Serve The
Purpose Of, etc., etc. The keynote is the
elimination of simple verbs. Instead of being
a single word, such as Break, Stop, Spoil,
Mend, Kill, a verb becomes a phrase, made
up of a noun or adjective tacked on to some
general-purposes verb as prove, serve, form,
play, render. In addition, the passive voice is
wherever possible used in preference to the
active, and noun constructions are used
instead of gerunds (by examination of instead

of by examining). The range of verbs is
further cut down by means of the '-ize' and
'de-' formations, and banal statements are
given an appearance of profundity by means
of the not 'un-' formation. Simple
conjunctions and prepositions are replaced by
such phrases as with respect to, having
regard to, the fact that, by dint of, in view of,
in the interests of, on the hypothesis that; and
the ends of sentences are saved from anticlimax by such resounding commonplaces as
greatly to be desired, cannot be left out of
account, a development to be expected in the
near future, deserving of serious
consideration, brought to a satisfactory
conclusion, and so on and so forth.
Pretentious Diction. Words like
phenomenon, element, individual (as noun),
objective, categorical, effective, virtual,
basis, primary, promote, constitute, exhibit,
exploit, utilize, eliminate, liquidate, are used
to dress up simple statements and give an air
of scientific impartiality to biased judgments.
Adjectives like epoch-making, epic, historic,
unforgettable, triumphant, age-old,
inevitable, inexorable, veritable, are used to

dignify the sordid processes of international
politics, while writing that aims at glorifying
war usually takes on an archaic color, its
characteristic words being: realm, throne,
chariot, mailed fist, trident, sword, shield,
buckler, banner, jackboot, clarion. Foreign
words and expressions such as cul de sac,
ancien régime, deus ex machina, mutatis
mutandis, status quo, gleichschaltung,
weltanschauung, are used to give an air of
culture and elegance. Except for the useful
abbreviations i.e., e.g., and etc., there is no
real need for any of the hundreds of foreign
phrases now current in English. Bad writers,
and especially scientific, political and
sociological writers, are nearly always
haunted by the notion that Latin or Greek
words are grander than Saxon ones, and
unnecessary words like expedite, ameliorate,
predict, extraneous, deracinated, clandestine,
sub-aqueous and hundreds of others
constantly gain ground from their AngloSaxon opposite numbers. [1]The jargon
peculiar to Marxist writing (hyena, hangman,
cannibal, petty bourgeois, these gentry,
lackey, flunkey, mad dog, white guard, etc.)

consists largely of words and phrases
translated from Russian, German or French;
but the normal way of coining a new word is
to use a Latin or Greek root with the
appropriate affix and, where necessary, the 'ize' formation. It is often easier to make up
words of this kind (de-regionalize,
impermissible, extramarital, non-fragmentary
and so forth) than to think up the English
words that will cover one's meaning. The
result, in general, is an increase in
slovenliness and vagueness.
Meaningless Words. In certain kinds of
writing, particularly in art criticism and
literary criticism, it is normal to come across
long passages which are almost completely
lacking in meaning. [2]Words like romantic,
plastic, values, human, dead, sentimental,
natural, vitality, as used in art criticism, are
strictly meaningless, in the sense that they not
only do not point to any discoverable object,
but are hardly even expected to do so by the
reader. When one critic writes, "The
outstanding feature of Mr. X's work is its
living quality," while another writes, "The
immediately striking thing about Mr. X's

work is its peculiar deadness," the reader
accepts this as a simple difference of opinion.
If words like black and white were involved,
instead of the jargon words dead and living,
he would see at once that language was being
used in an improper way. Many political
words are similarly abused. The word fascism
has now no meaning except in so far as it
signifies "something not desirable." The
words democracy, socialism, freedom,
patriotic, realistic, justice, have each of them
several different meanings which cannot be
reconciled with one another. In the case of a
word like democracy, not only is there no
agreed definition, but the attempt to make one
is resisted from all sides. It is almost
universally felt that when we call a country
democratic we are praising it: consequently
the defenders of every kind of regime claim
that it is a democracy, and fear that they
might have to stop using the word if it were
tied down to any one meaning. Words of this
kind are often used in a consciously dishonest
way. That is, the person who uses them has
his own private definition, but allows his
hearer to think he means something quite

different. Statements like Marshal Pétain was
a true patriot, The Soviet press is the freest in
the world, The Catholic Church is opposed to
persecution, are almost always made with
intent to deceive. Other words used in
variable meanings, in most cases more or less
dishonestly, are: class, totalitarian, science,
progressive, reactionary bourgeois, equality.
Now that I have made this catalogue of
swindles and perversions, let me give another
example of the kind of writing that they lead
to. This time it must of its nature be an
imaginary one. I am going to translate a
passage of good English into modern English
of the worst sort. Here is a well-known verse
from Ecclesiastes:
I returned, and saw under the
sun, that the race is not to the swift,
nor the battle to the strong, neither
yet bread to the wise, nor yet riches
to men of understanding, nor yet
favor to men of skill; but time and
chance happeneth.
Here it is in modern English:

Objective consideration of
contemporary phenomena compels
the conclusion that success or
failure in competitive activities
exhibits no tendency to be
commensurate with innate capacity,
but that a considerable element of
the unpredictable must invariably
be taken into account.
This is a parody, but not a very gross one.
Exhibit (3), above, for instance, contains
several patches of the same kind of English.
It will be seen that I have not made a full
translation. The beginning and ending of the
sentence follow the original meaning fairly
closely, but in the middle the concrete
illustrations—race, battle, bread—dissolve
into the vague phrase "success or failure in
competitive activities." This had to be so,
because no modern writer of the kind I am
discussing—no one capable of using phrases
like "objective consideration of contemporary
phenomena"—would ever tabulate his
thoughts in that precise and detailed way. The
whole tendency of modern prose is away

from concreteness. Now analyze these two
sentences a little more closely. The first
contains 49 words but only 60 syllables, and
all its words are those of everyday life. The
second contains 38 words of 90 syllables: 18
of its words are from Latin roots, and one
from Greek. The first sentence contains six
vivid images, and only one phrase ("time and
chance") that could be called vague. The
second contains not a single fresh, arresting
phrase, and in spite of its 90 syllables it gives
only a shortened version of the meaning
contained in the first. Yet without a doubt it is
the second kind of sentence that is gaining
ground in modern English. I do not want to
exaggerate. This kind of writing is not yet
universal, and outcrops of simplicity will
occur here and there in the worst-written
page. Still, if you or I were told to write a few
lines on the uncertainty of human fortunes,
we should probably come much nearer to my
imaginary sentence than to the one from
Ecclesiastes.
As I have tried to show, modern writing
at its worst does not consist in picking out
words for the sake of their meaning and

inventing images in order to make the
meaning clearer. It consists in gumming
together long strips of words which have
already been set in order by someone else,
and making the results presentable by sheer
humbug. The attraction of this way of
writing, is that it is easy. It is easier—even
quicker, once you have the habit—to say in
my opinion it is a not unjustifiable
assumption that than to say I think. If you use
ready-made phrases, you not only don't have
to hunt about for words; you also don't have
to bother with the rhythms of your sentences,
since these phrases are generally so arranged
as to be more or less euphonious. When you
are composing in a hurry—when you are
dictating to a stenographer, for instance, or
making a public speech it is natural to fall
into a pretentious, Latinized style. Tags like a
consideration which we should do well to
bear in mind or a conclusion to which all of
us would readily assent will save many a
sentence from coming down with a bump. By
using stale metaphors, similes and idioms,
you save much mental effort at the cost of
leaving your meaning vague, not only for

your reader but for yourself. This is the
significance of mixed metaphors. The sole
aim of a metaphor is to call up a visual
image. When these images clash—as in the
fascist octopus has sung its swan song, the
jackboot is thrown into the melting pot—it
can be taken as certain that the writer is not
seeing a mental image of the objects he is
naming; in other words he is not really
thinking. Look again at the examples I gave
at the beginning of this essay. Professor Laski
(1) uses five negatives in 53 words. One of
these is superfluous, making nonsense of the
whole passage, and in addition there is the
slip alien for akin, making further nonsense,
and several avoidable pieces of clumsiness
which increase the general vagueness.
Professor Hogben (2) plays ducks and drakes
with a battery which is able to write
prescriptions, and, while disapproving of the
everyday phrase put up with, is unwilling to
look egregious up in the dictionary and see
what it means. (3), if one takes an
uncharitable attitude towards it, is simply
meaningless: probably one could work out its
intended meaning by reading the whole of the

article in which it occurs. In (4), the writer
knows more or less what he wants to say, but
an accumulation of stale phrases chokes him
like tea leaves blocking a sink. In (5), words
and meaning have almost parted company.
People who write in this manner usually have
a general emotional meaning—they dislike
one thing and want to express solidarity with
another—but they are not interested in the
detail of what they are saying. A scrupulous
writer, in every sentence that he writes, will
ask himself at least four questions, thus: What
am I trying to say? What words will express
it? What image or idiom will make it clearer?
Is this image fresh enough to have an effect?
And he will probably ask himself two more:
Could I put it more shortly? Have I said
anything that is avoidably ugly? But you are
not obliged to go to all this trouble. You can
shirk it by simply throwing your mind open
and letting the ready-made phrases come
crowding in. They will construct your
sentences for you—even think your thoughts
for you, to a certain extent—and at need they
will perform the important service of partially
concealing your meaning even from yourself.

It is at this point that the special connection
between politics and the debasement of
language becomes clear.
In our time it is broadly true that political
writing is bad writing. Where it is not true, it
will generally be found that the writer is some
kind of rebel, expressing his private opinions
and not a "party line." Orthodoxy, of
whatever color, seems to demand a lifeless,
imitative style. The political dialects to be
found in pamphlets, leading articles,
manifestoes, White Papers and the speeches
of under-secretaries do, of course, vary from
party to party, but they are all alike in that
one almost never finds in them a fresh, vivid,
home-made turn of speech. When one
watches some tired hack on the platform
mechanically repeating the familiar phrases
—bestial atrocities, iron heel, bloodstained
tyranny, free peoples of the world, stand
shoulder to shoulder—one often has a
curious feeling that one is not watching a live
human being but some kind of dummy: a
feeling which suddenly becomes stronger at
moments when the light catches the speaker's
spectacles and turns them into blank discs

which seem to have no eyes behind them.
And this is not altogether fanciful. A speaker
who uses that kind of phraseology has gone
some distance towards turning himself into a
machine. The appropriate noises are coming
out of his larynx, but his brain is not involved
as it would be if he were choosing his words
for himself. If the speech he is making is one
that he is accustomed to make over and over
again, he may be almost unconscious of what
he is saying, as one is when one utters the
responses in church. And this reduced state of
consciousness, if not indispensable, is at any
rate favorable to political conformity.
In our time, political speech and writing
are largely the defense of the indefensible.
Things like the continuance of British rule in
India, the Russian purges and deportations,
the dropping of the atom bombs on Japan,
can indeed be defended, but only by
arguments which are too brutal for most
people to face, and which do not square with
the professed aims of political parties. Thus
political language has to consist largely of
euphemism, question-begging and sheer
cloudy vagueness. Defenseless villages are

bombarded from the air, the inhabitants
driven out into the countryside, the cattle
machine-gunned, the huts set on fire with
incendiary bullets: this is called pacification.
Millions of peasants are robbed of their farms
and sent trudging along the roads with no
more than they can carry: this is called
transfer of population or rectification of
frontiers. People are imprisoned for years
without trial, or shot in the back of the neck
or sent to die of scurvy in Arctic lumber
camps: this is called elimination of unreliable
elements. Such phraseology is needed if one
wants to name things without calling up
mental pictures of them. Consider for
instance some comfortable English professor
defending Russian totalitarianism. He cannot
say outright, "I believe in killing off your
opponents when you can get good results by
doing so." Probably, therefore, he will say
something like this:
While freely conceding that the
Soviet régime exhibits certain
features which the humanitarian
may be inclined to deplore, we

must, I think, agree that a certain
curtailment of the right to political
opposition is an unavoidable
concomitant of transitional periods,
and that the rigors which the
Russian people have been called
upon to undergo have been amply
justified in the sphere of concrete
achievement.
The inflated style is itself a kind of
euphemism. A mass of Latin words falls upon
the facts like soft snow, blurring the outlines
and covering up all the details. The great
enemy of clear language is insincerity. When
there is a gap between one's real and one's
declared aims, one turns, as it were
instinctively, to long words and exhausted
idioms, like a cuttlefish squirting out ink. In
our age there is no such thing as "keeping out
of politics." All issues are political issues, and
politics itself is a mass of lies, evasions, folly,
hatred and schizophrenia. When the general
atmosphere is bad, language must suffer. I
should expect to find—this is a guess which I
have not sufficient knowledge to verify—that

the German, Russian and Italian languages
have all deteriorated in the last ten or fifteen
years as a result of dictatorship.
But if thought corrupts language,
language can also corrupt thought. A bad
usage can spread by tradition and imitation,
even among people who should and do know
better. The debased language that I have been
discussing is in some ways very convenient.
Phrases like a not unjustifiable assumption,
leaves much to be desired, would serve no
good purpose, a consideration which we
should do well to bear in mind, are a
continuous temptation, a packet of aspirins
always at one's elbow. Look back through
this essay, and for certain you will find that I
have again and again committed the very
faults I am protesting against. By this
morning's post I have received a pamphlet
dealing with conditions in Germany. The
author tells me that he "felt impelled" to write
it. I open it at random, and here is almost the
first sentence that I see: "[The Allies] have an
opportunity not only of achieving a radical
transformation of Germany's social and
political structure in such a way as to avoid a

nationalistic reaction in Germany itself, but at
the same time of laying the foundations of a
cooperative and unified Europe." You see, he
"feels impelled" to write—feels, presumably,
that he has something new to say—and yet
his words, like cavalry horses answering the
bugle, group themselves automatically into
the familiar dreary pattern. This invasion of
one's mind by ready-made phrases (lay the
foundations, achieve a radical
transformation) can only be prevented if one
is constantly on guard against them, and
every such phrase anesthetizes a portion of
one's brain.
I said earlier that the decadence of our
language is probably curable. Those who
deny this would argue, if they produced an
argument at all, that language merely reflects
existing social conditions, and that we cannot
influence its development by any direct
tinkering with words and constructions. So
far as the general tone or spirit of a language
goes, this may be true, but it is not true in
detail. Silly words and expressions have often
disappeared, not through any evolutionary
process but owing to the conscious action of a

minority. Two recent examples were explore
every avenue and leave no stone unturned,
which were killed by the jeers of a few
journalists. There is a long list of fly-blown
metaphors which could similarly be got rid of
if enough people would interest themselves in
the job; and it should also be possible to
laugh the not 'un-' formation out of existence,
[3]
to reduce the amount of Latin and Greek in
the average sentence, to drive out foreign
phrases and strayed scientific words, and, in
general, to make pretentiousness
unfashionable. But all these are minor points.
The defense of the English language implies
more than this, and perhaps it is best to start
by saying what it does not imply.
To begin with, it has nothing to do with
archaism, with the salvaging of obsolete
words and turns of speech, or with the
setting-up of a "standard-English" which
must never be departed from. On the
contrary, it is especially concerned with the
scrapping of every word or idiom which has
outworn its usefulness. It has nothing to do
with correct grammar and syntax, which are
of no importance so long as one makes one's

meaning clear, or with the avoidance of
Americanisms, or with having what is called
a "good prose style." On the other hand it is
not concerned with fake simplicity and the
attempt to make written English colloquial.
Nor does it even imply in every case
preferring the Saxon word to the Latin one,
though it does imply using the fewest and
shortest words that will cover one's meaning.
What is above all needed is to let the meaning
choose the word, and not the other way about.
In prose, the worst thing one can do with
words is to surrender them. When you think
of a concrete object, you think wordlessly,
and then, if you want to describe the thing
you have been visualizing, you probably hunt
about till you find the exact words that seem
to fit it. When you think of something
abstract you are more inclined to use words
from the start, and unless you make a
conscious effort to prevent it, the existing
dialect will come rushing in and do the job
for you, at the expense of blurring or even
changing your meaning. Probably it is better
to put off using words as long as possible and
get one's meaning as clear as one can through

pictures or sensations. Afterwards one can
choose not simply accept—the phrases that
will best cover the meaning, and then switch
round and decide what impressions one's
words are likely to make on another person.
This last effort of the mind cuts out all stale
or mixed images, all prefabricated phrases,
needless repetitions, and humbug and
vagueness generally. But one can often be in
doubt about the effect of a word or a phrase,
and one needs rules that one can rely on when
instinct fails. I think the following rules will
cover most cases:
(i) Never use a metaphor, simile
or other figure of speech which you
are used to seeing in print.
(ii) Never use a long word
where a short one will do.
(iii) If it is possible to cut a
word out, always cut it out.
(iv) Never use the passive
where you can use the active.
(v) Never use a foreign phrase,
a scientific word or a jargon word if
you can think of an everyday

English equivalent.
(vi) Break any of these rules
sooner than say anything barbarous.
These rules sound elementary, and so
they are, but they demand a deep change of
attitude in anyone who has grown used to
writing in the style now fashionable. One
could keep all of them and still write bad
English, but one could not write the kind of
stuff that I quoted in these five specimens at
the beginning of this article.
I have not here been considering the
literary use of language, but merely language
as an instrument for expressing and not for
concealing or preventing thought. Stuart
Chase and others have come near to claiming
that all abstract words are meaningless, and
have used this as a pretext for advocating a
kind of political quietism. Since you don't
know what Fascism is, how can you struggle
against Fascism? One need not swallow such
absurdities as this, but one ought to recognize
that the present political chaos is connected
with the decay of language, and that one can
probably bring about some improvement by

starting at the verbal end. If you simplify
your English, you are freed from the worst
follies of orthodoxy. You cannot speak any of
the necessary dialects, and when you make a
stupid remark its stupidity will be obvious,
even to yourself. Political language—and
with variations this is true of all political
parties, from Conservatives to Anarchists—is
designed to make lies sound truthful and
murder respectable, and to give an
appearance of solidity to pure wind. One
cannot change this all in a moment, but one
can at least change one's own habits, and
from time to time one can even, if one jeers
loudly enough, send some worn-out and
useless phrase—some jackboot, achilles'
heel, hotbed, melting pot, acid test, veritable
inferno or other lump of verbal refuse—into
the dustbin where it belongs.
[1]
An interesting illustration
of this is the way in which
the English flower names
which were in use till very
recently are being ousted
by Greek ones,
snapdragon becoming

[2]

antirrhinum, forget-me-not
becoming myosotis, etc. It
is hard to see any practical
reason for this change of
fashion: it is probably due
to an instinctive turningaway from the more
homely word and a vague
feeling that the Greek word
is scientific. (Author's
footnote.)
Example: "Comfort's
catholicity of perception
and image, strangely
Whitmanesque in range,
almost the exact opposite
in aesthetic compulsion,
continues to evoke that
trembling atmospheric
accumulative hinting at a
cruel, an inexorably serene
timelessness... Wrey
Gardiner scores by aiming
at simple bulls-eyes with
precision. Only they are

[3]

not so simple, and through
this contented sadness runs
more than the surface
bittersweet of resignation."
(Poetry Quarterly.)
(Author's footnote.)
One can cure oneself of the
not 'un-' formation by
memorizing this sentence:
a not unblack dog was
chasing a not unsmall
rabbit across a not
ungreen field. (Author's
footnote.)

POLITICS VS. LITERATURE:
AN EXAMINATION OF
GULLIVER'S TRAVELS
In Gulliver's Travels humanity is
attacked, or criticized, from at least three
different angles, and the implied character of
Gulliver himself necessarily changes
somewhat in the process. In Part I he is the
typical eighteenth-century voyager, bold,
practical and unromantic, his homely outlook
skilfully impressed on the reader by the
biographical details at the beginning, by his
age (he is a man of forty, with two children,
when his adventures start), and by the
inventory of the things in his pockets,
especially his spectacles, which make several
appearances. In Part II he has in general the
same character, but at moments when the
story demands it he has a tendency to develop
into an imbecile who is capable of boasting of
"our noble Country, the Mistress of Arts and
Arms, the Scourge of France", etc., etc., and

at the same time of betraying every available
scandalous fact about the country which he
professes to love. In Part III he is much as he
was in Part I, though, as he is consorting
chiefly with courtiers and men of learning,
one has the impression that he has risen in the
social scale. In Part IV he conceives a horror
of the human race which is not apparent, or
only intermittently apparent, in the earlier
books, and changes into a sort of unreligious
anchorite whose one desire is to live in some
desolate spot where he can devote himself to
meditating on the goodness of the
Houyhnhnms. However, these inconsistencies
are forced upon Swift by the fact that
Gulliver is there chiefly to provide a contrast.
It is necessary, for instance, that he should
appear sensible in Part I and at least
intermittently silly in Part II because in both
books the essential manoeuvre is the same,
i.e. to make the human being look ridiculous
by imagining him as a creature six inches
high. Whenever Gulliver is not acting as a
stooge there is a sort of continuity in his
character, which comes out especially in his
resourcefulness and his observation of

physical detail. He is much the same kind of
person, with the same prose style, when he
bears off the warships of Blefuscu, when he
rips open the belly of the monstrous rat, and
when he sails away upon the ocean in his frail
coracle made from the skins of Yahoos.
Moreover, it is difficult not to feel that in his
shrewder moments Gulliver is simply Swift
himself, and there is at least one incident in
which Swift seems to be venting his private
grievance against contemporary Society. It
will be remembered that when the Emperor
of Lilliput's palace catches fire, Gulliver puts
it out by urinating on it. Instead of being
congratulated on his presence of mind, he
finds that he has committed a capital offence
by making water in the precincts of the
palace, and
I was privately assured, that the
Empress, conceiving the greatest
Abhorrence of what I had done,
removed to the most distant Side of
the Court, firmly resolved that
those buildings should never be
repaired for her Use; and, in the

Presence of her chief Confidents,
could not forbear vowing Revenge.
According to Professor G. M. Trevelyan
(England Under Queen Anne), part of the
reason for Swift's failure to get preferment
was that the Queen was scandalized by A
Tale Of A Tub—a pamphlet in which Swift
probably felt that he had done a great service
to the English Crown, since it scarifies the
Dissenters and still more the Catholics while
leaving the Established Church alone. In any
case no one would deny that Gulliver's
Travels is a rancorous as well as a pessimistic
book, and that especially in Parts I and III it
often descends into political partisanship of a
narrow kind. Pettiness and magnanimity,
republicanism and authoritarianism, love of
reason and lack of curiosity, are all mixed up
in it. The hatred of the human body with
which Swift is especially associated is only
dominant in Part IV, but somehow this new
preoccupation does not come as a surprise.
One feels that all these adventures, and all
these changes of mood, could have happened
to the same person, and the inter-connexion

between Swift's political loyalties and his
ultimate despair is one of the most interesting
features of the book.
Politically, Swift was one of those people
who are driven into a sort of perverse
Toryism by the follies of the progressive
party of the moment. Part I of Gulliver's
Travels, ostensibly a satire on human
greatness, can be seen, if one looks a little
deeper, to be simply an attack on England, on
the dominant Whig Party, and on the war
with France, which—however bad the
motives of the Allies may have been—did
save Europe from being tyrannized over by a
single reactionary power. Swift was not a
Jacobite nor strictly speaking a Tory, and his
declared aim in the war was merely a
moderate peace treaty and not the outright
defeat of England. Nevertheless there is a
tinge of quislingism in his attitude, which
comes out in the ending of Part I and slightly
interferes with the allegory. When Gulliver
flees from Lilliput (England) to Blefuscu
(France) the assumption that a human being
six inches high is inherently contemptible
seems to be dropped. Whereas the people of

Lilliput have behaved towards Gulliver with
the utmost treachery and meanness, those of
Blefuscu behave generously and
straightforwardly, and indeed this section of
the book ends on a different note from the allround disillusionment of the earlier chapters.
Evidently Swift's animus is, in the first place,
against England. It is "your Natives" (i.e.
Gulliver's fellow-countrymen) whom the
King of Brobdingnag considers to be "the
most pernicious Race of little odious vermin
that Nature ever suffered to crawl upon the
surface of the Earth", and the long passage at
the end, denouncing colonization and foreign
conquest, is plainly aimed at England,
although the contrary is elaborately stated.
The Dutch, England's allies and target of one
of Swift's most famous pamphlets, are also
more or less wantonly attacked in Part III.
There is even what sounds like a personal
note in the passage in which Gulliver records
his satisfaction that the various countries he
has discovered cannot be made colonies of
the British Crown:
The Houyhnhnms, indeed,

appear not to be so well prepared
for War, a Science to which they
are perfect Strangers, and
especially against missive
Weapons. However, supposing
myself to be a Minister of State, I
could never give my advice for
invading them...Imagine twenty
thousand of them breaking into the
midst of an European army,
confounding the Ranks, overturning
the Carriages, battering the
Warriors' Faces into Mummy, by
terrible Yerks from their hinder
hoofs...
Considering that Swift does not waste
words, that phrase, "battering the warriors'
faces into mummy", probably indicates a
secret wish to see the invincible armies of the
Duke of Marlborough treated in a like
manner. There are similar touches elsewhere.
Even the country mentioned in Part III, where
"the Bulk of the People consist, in a Manner,
wholly of Discoverers, Witnesses, Informers,
Accusers, Prosecutors, Evidences, Swearers,

together with their several subservient and
subaltern Instruments, all under the Colours,
the Conduct, and Pay of Ministers of State",
is called Langdon, which is within one letter
of being an anagram of England. (As the
early editions of the book contain misprints, it
may perhaps have been intended as a
complete anagram.) Swift's physical
repulsion from humanity is certainly real
enough, but one has the feeling that his
debunking of human grandeur, his diatribes
against lords, politicians, court favourites,
etc., has mainly a local application and
springs from the fact that he belonged to the
unsuccessful party. He denounces injustice
and oppression, but he gives no evidence of
liking democracy. In spite of his enormously
greater powers, his implied position is very
similar to that of the innumerable silly-clever
Conservatives of our own day—people like
Sir Alan Herbert, Professor G. M. Young,
Lord Elton, the Tory Reform Committee or
the long line of Catholic apologists from W.
H. Mallock onwards: people who specialize
in cracking neat jokes at the expense of
whatever is "modern" and "progressive", and

whose opinions are often all the more
extreme because they know that they cannot
influence the actual drift of events. After all,
such a pamphlet as an argument to prove that
the abolishing of Christianity, etc., is very
like "Timothy Shy" having a bit of clean fun
with the Brains Trust, or Father Ronald Knox
exposing the errors of Bertrand Russell. And
the ease with which Swift has been forgiven
—and forgiven, sometimes, by devout
believers—for the blasphemies of A Tale Of
A Tub demonstrates clearly enough the
feebleness of religious sentiments as
compared with political ones.
However, the reactionary cast of Swift's
mind does not show itself chiefly in his
political affiliations. The important thing is
his attitude towards Science, and, more
broadly, towards intellectual curiosity. The
famous Academy of Lagado, described in
Part III of Gulliver's Travels, is no doubt a
justified satire on most of the so-called
scientists of Swift's own day. Significantly,
the people at work in it are described as
"Projectors", that is, people not engaged in
disinterested research but merely on the look-

out for gadgets which will save labour and
bring in money. But there is no sign—indeed,
all through the book there are many signs to
the contrary—that "pure" science would have
struck Swift as a worth-while activity. The
more serious kind of scientist has already had
a kick in the pants in Part II, when the
"Scholars" patronized by the King of
Brobdingnag try to account for Gulliver's
small stature:
After much Debate, they
concluded unanimously that I was
only relplum scalcath, which is
interpreted literally, lusus naturae,
a Determination exactly agreeable
to the modern philosophy of
Europe, whose Professors,
disdaining the old Evasion of occult
causes, whereby the followers of
Aristotle endeavoured in vain to
disguise their Ignorance, have
invented this wonderful solution of
All Difficulties, to the unspeakable
Advancement of human
Knowledge.

If this stood by itself one might assume
that Swift is merely the enemy of sham
science. In a number of places, however, he
goes out of his way to proclaim the
uselessness of all learning or speculation not
directed towards some practical end:
The learning of (the
Brobdingnagians) is very defective,
consisting only in Morality,
History, Poetry, and Mathematics,
wherein they must be allowed to
excel. But, the last of these is
wholly applied to what may be
useful in Life, to the improvement
of Agriculture, and all mechanical
Arts so that among us it would be
little esteemed. And as to Ideas,
Entities, Abstractions, and
Transcendentals, I could never
drive the least Conception into their
Heads.
The Houyhnhnms, Swift's ideal beings,
are backward even in a mechanical sense.
They are unacquainted with metals, have

never heard of boats, do not, properly
speaking, practise agriculture (we are told
that the oats which they live upon "grow
naturally"), and appear not to have invented
wheels. [4]They have no alphabet, and
evidently have not much curiosity about the
physical world. They do not believe that any
inhabited country exists beside their own, and
though they understand the motions of the
sun and moon, and the nature of eclipses,
"this is the utmost progress of their
astronomy". By contrast, the philosophers of
the flying island of Laputa are so
continuously absorbed in mathematical
speculations that before speaking to them one
has to attract their attention by flapping them
on the ear with a bladder. They have
catalogued ten thousand fixed stars, have
settled the periods of ninety-three comets,
and have discovered, in advance of the
astronomers of Europe, that Mars has two
moons—all of which information Swift
evidently regards as ridiculous, useless and
uninteresting. As one might expect, he
believes that the scientist's place, if he has a
place, is in the laboratory, and that scientific

knowledge has no bearing on political
matters:
What I...thought altogether
unaccountable, was the strong
Disposition I observed in them
towards News and Politics,
perpetually enquiring into Public
Affairs, giving their judgements in
Matters of State, and passionately
disputing every inch of a Party
Opinion. I have, indeed, observed
the same Disposition among most
of the Mathematicians I have
known in Europe, though I could
never discover the least Analogy
between the two Sciences; unless
those people suppose, that, because
the smallest Circle hath as many
Degrees as the largest, therefore the
Regulation and Management of the
World require no more Abilities,
than the Handling and Turning of a
Globe.
Is there not something familiar in that

phrase "I could never discover the least
analogy between the two sciences"? It has
precisely the note of the popular Catholic
apologists who profess to be astonished when
a scientist utters an opinion on such questions
as the existence of God or the immortality of
the soul. The scientist, we are told, is an
expert only in one restricted field: why
should his opinions be of value in any other?
The implication is that theology is just as
much an exact science as, for instance,
chemistry, and that the priest is also an expert
whose conclusions on certain subjects must
be accepted. Swift in effect makes the same
claim for the politician, but he goes one better
in that he will not allow the scientist—either
the "pure" scientist or the ad hoc investigator
—to be a useful person in his own line. Even
if he had not written Part III of Gulliver's
Travels, one could infer from the rest of the
book that, like Tolstoy and like Blake, he
hates the very idea of studying the processes
of Nature. The "Reason" which he so admires
in the Houyhnhnms does not primarily mean
the power of drawing logical inferences from
observed facts. Although he never defines it,

it appears in most contexts to mean either
common sense—i.e. acceptance of the
obvious and contempt for quibbles and
abstractions—or absence of passion and
superstition. In general he assumes that we
know all that we need to know already, and
merely use our knowledge incorrectly.
Medicine, for instance, is a useless science,
because if we lived in a more natural way,
there would be no diseases. Swift, however,
is not a simple-lifer or an admirer of the
Noble Savage. He is in favour of civilization
and the arts of civilization. Not only does he
see the value of good manners, good
conversation, and even learning of a literary
and historical kind, he also sees that
agriculture, navigation and architecture need
to be studied and could with advantages be
improved. But his implied aim is a static,
incurious civilization—the world of his own
day, a little cleaner, a little saner, with no
radical change and no poking into the
unknowable. More than one would expect in
anyone so free from accepted fallacies, he
reveres the past, especially classical antiquity,
and believes that modern man has

degenerated sharply during the past hundred
years. [5]In the island of sorcerers, where the
spirits of the dead can be called up at will:
I desired that the Senate of
Rome might appear before me in
one large chamber, and a modern
Representative in Counterview, in
another. The first seemed to be an
Assembly of Heroes and DemyGods, the other a Knot of Pedlars,
Pick-pockets, Highwaymen and
Bullies.
Although Swift uses this section of Part
III to attack the truthfulness of recorded
history, his critical spirit deserts him as soon
as he is dealing with Greeks and Romans. He
remarks, of course, upon the corruption of
imperial Rome, but he has an almost
unreasoning admiration for some of the
leading figures of the ancient world:
I was struck with profound
Veneration at the sight of Brutus,
and could easily discover the most

consummate Virtue, the greatest
Intrepidity and Firmness of Mind,
the truest Love of his Country, and
general Benevolence for Mankind,
in every Lineament of his
Countenance...I had the honour to
have much Conversation with
Brutus, and was told, that his
Ancestors Junius, Socrates,
Epaminondas, Cato the younger,
Sir Thomas More, and himself,
were perpetually together: a
Sextumvirate, to which all the Ages
of the World cannot add a seventh.
It will be noticed that of these six people,
only one is a Christian. This is an important
point. If one adds together Swift's pessimism,
his reverence for the past, his incuriosity and
his horror of the human body, one arrives at
an attitude common among religious
reactionaries—that is, people who defend an
unjust order of Society by claiming that this
world cannot be substantially improved and
only the "next world" matters. However,
Swift shows no sign of having any religious

beliefs, at least in any ordinary sense of the
words. He does not appear to believe
seriously in life after death, and his idea of
goodness is bound up with republicanism,
love of liberty, courage, "benevolence"
(meaning in effect public spirit), "reason" and
other pagan qualities. This reminds one that
there is another strain in Swift, not quite
congruous with his disbelief in progress and
his general hatred of humanity.
To begin with, he has moments when he
is "constructive" and even "advanced". To be
occasionally inconsistent is almost a mark of
vitality in Utopia books, and Swift sometimes
inserts a word of praise into a passage that
ought to be purely satirical. Thus, his ideas
about the education of the young are fathered
on to the Lilliputians, who have much the
same views on this subject as the
Houyhnhnms. The Lilliputians also have
various social and legal institutions (for
instance, there are old age pensions, and
people are rewarded for keeping the law as
well as punished for breaking it) which Swift
would have liked to see prevailing in his own
country. In the middle of this passage Swift

remembers his satirical intention and adds,
"In relating these and the following Laws, I
would only be understood to mean the
original Institutions, and not the most
scandalous Corruptions into which these
people are fallen by the degenerate Nature of
Man" but as Lilliput is supposed to represent
England, and the laws he is speaking of have
never had their parallel in England, it is clear
that the impulse to make constructive
suggestions has been too much for him. But
Swift's greatest contribution to political
thought in the narrower sense of the words, is
his attack, especially in Part III, on what
would now be called totalitarianism. He has
an extraordinarily clear prevision of the spyhaunted "police State", with its endless
heresy-hunts and treason trials, all really
designed to neutralize popular discontent by
changing it into war hysteria. And one must
remember that Swift is here inferring the
whole from a quite small part, for the feeble
governments of his own day did not give him
illustrations ready-made. For example, there
is the professor at the School of Political
Projectors who "shewed me a large Paper of

Instructions for discovering Plots and
Conspiracies", and who claimed that one can
find people's secret thoughts by examining
their excrement:
Because Men are never so
serious, thoughtful, and intent, as
when they are at Stool, which he
found by frequent Experiment: for
in such Conjunctures, when he used
merely as a trial to consider what
was the best Way of murdering the
King, his Ordure would have a
tincture of Green; but quite
different when he thought only of
raising an Insurrection, or burning
the Metropolis.
The professor and his theory are said to
have been suggested to Swift by the—from
our point of view—not particularly
astonishing or disgusting fact that in a recent
State trial some letters found in somebody's
privy had been put in evidence. Later in the
same chapter we seem to be positively in the
middle of the Russian purges:

In the Kingdom of Tribnia, by
the Natives called Langdon...the
Bulk of the People consist, in a
Manner, wholly of Discoverers,
Witnesses, Informers, Accusers,
Prosecutors, Evidences,
Swearers...It is first agreed, and
settled among them, what suspected
Persons shall be accused of a Plot:
Then, effectual Care is taken to
secure all their Letters and Papers,
and put the Owners in Chains.
These papers are delivered to a Sett
of Artists, very dexterous in finding
out the mysterious Meanings of
Words, Syllables, and Letters...
Where this method fails, they have
two others more effectual, which
the Learned among them call
acrostics and anagrams. First, they
can decypher all initial Letters into
political Meanings: Thus: N shall
signify a Plot, B a Regiment of
Horse, L a Fleet at Sea: Or,
secondly, by transposing the Letters
of the Alphabet in any suspected

Paper, they can lay open the
deepest Designs of a discontented
Party. So, for Example if I should
say in a Letter to a Friend, our
brother Tom has just got the piles, a
skilful Decypherer would discover
that the same Letters, which
compose that Sentence, may be
analysed in the following Words:
Resist—a plot is brought home the
tour (Note: tower). And this is the
anagrammatic method.
Other professors at the same school
invent simplified languages, write books by
machinery, educate their pupils by inscribing
the lesson on a wafer and causing them to
swallow it, or propose to abolish individuality
altogether by cutting off part of the brain of
one man and grafting it on to the head of
another. There is something queerly familiar
in the atmosphere of these chapters, because,
mixed up with much fooling, there is a
perception that one of the aims of
totalitarianism is not merely to make sure that
people will think the right thoughts, but

actually to make them less conscious. Then,
again, Swift's account of the Leader who is
usually to be found ruling over a tribe of
Yahoos, and of the "favourite" who acts first
as a dirty-worker and later as a scapegoat, fits
remarkably well into the pattern of our own
times. But are we to infer from all this that
Swift was first and foremost an enemy of
tyranny and a champion of the free
intelligence? No: his own views, so far as one
can discern them, are not markedly liberal.
No doubt he hates lords, kings, bishops,
generals, ladies of fashion, orders, titles and
flummery generally, but he does not seem to
think better of the common people than of
their rulers, or to be in favour of increased
social equality, or to be enthusiastic about
representative institutions. The Houyhnhnms
are organized upon a sort of caste system
which is racial in character, the horses which
do the menial work being of different colours
from their masters and not interbreeding with
them. The educational system which Swift
admires in the Lilliputians takes hereditary
class distinctions for granted, and the children
of the poorest classes do not go to school,

because "their Business being only to till and
cultivate the Earth... therefore their Education
is of little Consequence to the Public". Nor
does he seem to have been strongly in favour
of freedom of speech and the Press, in spite
of the toleration which his own writings
enjoyed. The King of Brobdingnag is
astonished at the multiplicity of religious and
political sects in England, and considers that
those who hold "opinions prejudicial to the
public" (in the context this seems to mean
simply heretical opinions), though they need
not be obliged to change them, ought to be
obliged to conceal them: for "as it was
Tyranny in any Government to require the
first, so it was weakness not to enforce the
second". There is a subtler indication of
Swift's own attitude in the manner in which
Gulliver leaves the land of the Houyhnhnms.
Intermittently, at least. Swift was a kind of
anarchist, and Part IV of Gulliver's Travels is
a picture of an anarchistic Society, not
governed by law in the ordinary sense, but by
the dictates of "Reason", which are
voluntarily accepted by everyone. The
General Assembly of the Houyhnhnms

"exhorts" Gulliver's master to get rid of him,
and his neighbours put pressure on him to
make him comply. Two reasons are given.
One is that the presence of this unusual
Yahoo may unsettle the rest of the tribe, and
the other is that a friendly relationship
between a Houyhnhnm and a Yahoo is "not
agreeable to Reason or Nature, or a Thing
ever heard of before among them". Gulliver's
master is somewhat unwilling to obey, but the
"exhortation" (a Houyhnhnm, we are told, is
never compelled to do anything, he is merely
"exhorted" or "advised") cannot be
disregarded. This illustrates very well the
totalitarian tendency which is explicit in the
anarchist or pacifist vision of Society. In a
Society in which there is no law, and in
theory no compulsion, the only arbiter of
behaviour is public opinion. But public
opinion, because of the tremendous urge to
conformity in gregarious animals, is less
tolerant than any system of law. When human
beings are governed by "thou shalt not", the
individual can practise a certain amount of
eccentricity: when they are supposedly
governed by "love" or "reason", he is under

continuous pressure to make him behave and
think in exactly the same way as everyone
else. The Houyhnhnms, we are told, were
unanimous on almost all subjects. The only
question they ever discussed was how to deal
with the Yahoos. Otherwise there was no
room for disagreement among them, because
the truth is always either self-evident, or else
it is undiscoverable and unimportant. They
had apparently no word for "opinion" in their
language, and in their conversations there
was no "difference of sentiments". They had
reached, in fact, the highest stage of
totalitarian organization, the stage when
conformity has become so general that there
is no need for a police force. Swift approves
of this kind of thing because among his many
gifts neither curiosity nor good-nature was
included. Disagreement would always seem
to him sheer perversity. "Reason," among the
Houyhnhnms, he says, "is not a Point
Problematical, as with us, where men can
argue with Plausibility on both Sides of a
Question; but strikes you with immediate
Conviction; as it must needs do, where it is
not mingled, obscured, or discoloured by

Passion and Interest." In other words, we
know everything already, so why should
dissident opinions be tolerated? The
totalitarian Society of the Houyhnhnms,
where there can be no freedom and no
development, follows naturally from this.
We are right to think of Swift as a rebel
and iconoclast, but except in certain
secondary matters, such as his insistence that
women should receive the same education as
men, he cannot be labelled "Left". He is a
Tory anarchist, despising authority while
disbelieving in liberty, and preserving the
aristocratic outlook while seeing clearly that
the existing aristocracy is degenerate and
contemptible. When Swift utters one of his
characteristic diatribes against the rich and
powerful, one must probably, as I said earlier,
write off something for the fact that he
himself belonged to the less successful party,
and was personally disappointed. The "outs",
for obvious reasons, are always more radical
than the "ins". [6]But the most essential thing
in Swift is his inability to believe that life—
ordinary life on the solid earth, and not some
rationalized, deodorized version of it—could

be made worth living. Of course, no honest
person claims that happiness is now a normal
condition among adult human beings; but
perhaps it could be made normal, and it is
upon this question that all serious political
controversy really turns. Swift has much in
common more, I believe, than has been
noticed—with Tolstoy, another disbeliever in
the possibility of happiness. In both men you
have the same anarchistic outlook covering
an authoritarian cast of mind; in both a
similar hostility to Science, the same
impatience with opponents, the same inability
to see the importance of any question not
interesting to themselves; and in both cases a
sort of horror of the actual process of life,
though in Tolstoy's case it was arrived at later
and in a different way. The sexual
unhappiness of the two men was not of the
same kind, but there was this in common, that
in both of them a sincere loathing was mixed
up with a morbid fascination. Tolstoy was a
reformed rake who ended by preaching
complete celibacy, while continuing to
practise the opposite into extreme old age.
Swift was presumably impotent, and had an

exaggerated horror of human dung: he also
thought about it incessantly, as is evident
throughout his works. Such people are not
likely to enjoy even the small amount of
happiness that falls to most human beings,
and, from obvious motives, are not likely to
admit that earthly life is capable of much
improvement. Their incuriosity, and hence
their intolerance, spring from the same root.
Swift's disgust, rancour and pessimism
would make sense against the background of
a "next world" to which this one is the
prelude. As he does not appear to believe
seriously in any such thing, it becomes
necessary to construct a paradise supposedly
existing on the surface of the earth, but
something quite different from anything we
know, with all that he disapproves of—lies,
folly, change, enthusiasm, pleasure, love and
dirt—eliminated from it. As his ideal being
he chooses the horse, an animal whose
excrement is not offensive. The Houyhnhnms
are dreary beasts—this is so generally
admitted that the point is not worth labouring.
Swift's genius can make them credible, but
there can have been very few readers in

whom they have excited any feeling beyond
dislike. And this is not from wounded vanity
at seeing animals preferred to men; for, of the
two, the Houyhnhnms are much liker to
human beings than are the Yahoos, and
Gulliver's horror of the Yahoos, together with
his recognition that they are the same kind of
creature as himself, contains a logical
absurdity. This horror comes upon him at his
very first sight of them. "I never beheld," he
says, "in all my Travels, so disagreeable an
Animal, nor one against which I naturally
conceived so strong an Antipathy." But in
comparison with what are the Yahoos
disgusting? Not with the Houyhnhnms,
because at this time Gulliver has not seen a
Houyhnhnm. It can only be in comparison
with himself, i.e. with a human being. Later,
however, we are to be told that the Yahoos
are human beings, and human society
becomes insupportable to Gulliver because
all men are Yahoos. In that case why did he
not conceive his disgust of humanity earlier?
In effect we are told that the Yahoos are
fantastically different from men, and yet are
the same. Swift has over-reached himself in

his fury, and is shouting at his fellowcreatures, "You are filthier than you are!"
However, it is impossible to feel much
sympathy with the Yahoos, and it is not
because they oppress the Yahoos that the
Houyhnhnms are unattractive. They are
unattractive because the "Reason" by which
they are governed is really a desire for death.
They are exempt from love, friendship,
curiosity, fear, sorrow and—except in their
feelings towards the Yahoos, who occupy
rather the same place in their community as
the Jews in Nazi Germany—anger and
hatred. "They have no Fondness for their
Colts or Foles, but the Care they take, in
educating them, proceeds entirely from the
Dictates of reason." They lay store by
"Friendship" and "Benevolence", but "these
are not confined to particular Objects, but
universal to the whole Race". They also value
conversation, but in their conversations there
are no differences of opinion, and "nothing
passed but what was useful, expressed in the
fewest and most significant Words". They
practise strict birth control, each couple
producing two offspring and thereafter

abstaining from sexual intercourse. Their
marriages are arranged for them by their
elders, on eugenic principles, and their
language contains no word for "love", in the
sexual sense. When somebody dies they carry
on exactly as before, without feeling any
grief. It will be seen that their aim is to be as
like a corpse as is possible while retaining
physical life. One or two of their
characteristics, it is true, do not seem to be
strictly "reasonable" in their own usage of the
word. Thus, they place a great value not only
on physical hardihood but on athleticism, and
they are devoted to poetry. But these
exceptions may be less arbitrary than they
seem. Swift probably emphasizes the physical
strength of the Houyhnhnms in order to make
clear that they could never be conquered by
the hated human race, while a taste for poetry
may figure among their qualities because
poetry appeared to Swift as the antithesis of
Science, from his point of view the most
useless of all pursuits. In Part III he names
"Imagination, Fancy, and Invention" as
desirable faculties in which the Laputan
mathematicians (in spite of their love of

music) were wholly lacking. One must
remember that although Swift was an
admirable writer of comic verse, the kind of
poetry he thought valuable would probably be
didactic poetry. The poetry of the
Houyhnhnms, he says:
must be allowed to excel (that of)
all other Mortals; wherein the
Justness of their Similes, and the
Minuteness, as well as exactness, of
their Descriptions, are, indeed,
inimitable. Their Verses abound
very much in both of these; and
usually contain either some exalted
Notions of Friendship and
Benevolence, or the Praises of
those who were Victors in Races,
and other bodily Exercises.
Alas, not even the genius of Swift was
equal to producing a specimen by which we
could judge the poetry of the Houyhnhnms.
But it sounds as though it were chilly stuff (in
heroic couplets, presumably), and not
seriously in conflict with the principles of

"Reason".
Happiness is notoriously difficult to
describe, and pictures of a just and wellordered Society are seldom either attractive
or convincing. Most creators of "favourable"
Utopias, however, are concerned to show
what life could be like if it were lived more
fully. Swift advocates a simple refusal of life,
justifying this by the claim that "Reason"
consists in thwarting your instincts. The
Houyhnhnms, creatures without a history,
continue for generation after generation to
live prudently, maintaining their population at
exactly the same level, avoiding all passion,
suffering from no diseases, meeting death
indifferently, training up their young in the
same principles—and all for what? In order
that the same process may continue
indefinitely. The notions that life here and
now is worth living, or that it could be made
worth living, or that it must be sacrificed for
some future good, are all absent. The dreary
world of the Houyhnhnms was about as good
a Utopia as Swift could construct, granting
that he neither believed in a "next world" nor
could get any pleasure out of certain normal

activities. But it is not really set up as
something desirable in itself, but as the
justification for another attack on humanity.
The aim, as usual, is to humiliate Man by
reminding him that he is weak and ridiculous,
and above all that he stinks; and the ultimate
motive, probably, is a kind of envy, the envy
of the ghost for the living, of the man who
knows he cannot be happy for the others who
—so he fears—may be a little happier than
himself. The political expression of such an
outlook must be either reactionary or
nihilistic, because the person who holds it
will want to prevent Society from developing
in some direction in which his pessimism
may be cheated. One can do this either by
blowing everything to pieces, or by averting
social change. Swift ultimately blew
everything to pieces in the only way that was
feasible before the atomic bomb—that is, he
went mad—but, as I have tried to show, his
political aims were on the whole reactionary
ones.
From what I have written it may have
seemed that I am against Swift, and that my
object is to refute him and even to belittle

him. In a political and moral sense I am
against him, so far as I understand him. Yet
curiously enough he is one of the writers I
admire with least reserve, and Gulliver's
Travels, in particular, is a book which it
seems impossible for me to grow tired of. I
read it first when I was eight—one day short
of eight, to be exact, for I stole and furtively
read the copy which was to be given me next
day on my eighth birthday—and I have
certainly not read it less than half a dozen
times since. Its fascination seems
inexhaustible. If I had to make a list of six
books which were to be preserved when all
others were destroyed, I would certainly put
Gulliver's Travels among them. This raises
the question: what is the relationship between
agreement with a writer's opinions, and
enjoyment of his work?
If one is capable of intellectual
detachment, one can perceive merit in a
writer whom one deeply disagrees with, but
enjoyment is a different matter. Supposing
that there is such a thing as good or bad art,
then the goodness or badness must reside in
the work of art itself—not independently of

the observer, indeed, but independently of the
mood of the observer. In one sense, therefore,
it cannot be true that a poem is good on
Monday and bad on Tuesday. But if one
judges the poem by the appreciation it
arouses, then it can certainly be true, because
appreciation, or enjoyment, is a subjective
condition which cannot be commanded. For a
great deal of his waking life, even the most
cultivated person has no aesthetic feelings
whatever, and the power to have aesthetic
feelings is very easily destroyed. When you
are frightened, or hungry, or are suffering
from toothache or sea-sickness, King Lear is
no better from your point of view than Peter
Pan. You may know in an intellectual sense
that it is better, but that is simply a fact which
you remember: you will not feel the merit of
King Lear until you are normal again. And
aesthetic judgement can be upset just as
disastrously—more disastrously, because the
cause is less readily recognized—by political
or moral disagreement. If a book angers,
wounds or alarms you, then you will not
enjoy it, whatever its merits may be. If it
seems to you a really pernicious book, likely

to influence other people in some undesirable
way, then you will probably construct an
aesthetic theory to show that it has no merits.
Current literary criticism consists quite
largely of this kind of dodging to and fro
between two sets of standards. And yet the
opposite process can also happen: enjoyment
can overwhelm disapproval, even though one
clearly recognizes that one is enjoying
something inimical. Swift, whose world-view
is so peculiarly unacceptable, but who is
nevertheless an extremely popular writer, is a
good instance of this. Why is it that we don't
mind being called Yahoos, although firmly
convinced that we are not Yahoos?
It is not enough to make the usual answer
that of course Swift was wrong, in fact he
was insane, but he was "a good writer". It is
true that the literary quality of a book is to
some small extent separable from its subjectmatter. Some people have a native gift for
using words, as some people have a naturally
"good eye" at games. It is largely a question
of timing and of instinctively knowing how
much emphasis to use. As an example near at
hand, look back at the passage I quoted

earlier, starting "In the Kingdom of Tribnia,
by the Natives called Langdon". It derives
much of its force from the final sentence:
"And this is the anagram-made Method."
Strictly speaking this sentence is unnecessary,
for we have already seen the anagram
decyphered, but the mock-solemn repetition,
in which one seems to hear Swift's own voice
uttering the words, drives home the idiocy of
the activities described, like the final tap to a
nail. But not all the power and simplicity of
Swift's prose, nor the imaginative effort that
has been able to make not one but a whole
series of impossible worlds more credible
than the majority of history books—none of
this would enable us to enjoy Swift if his
world-view were truly wounding or shocking.
Millions of people, in many countries, must
have enjoyed Gulliver's Travels while more
or less seeing its anti-human implications:
and even the child who accepts Parts i and ii
as a simple story gets a sense of absurdity
from thinking of human beings six inches
high. The explanation must be that Swift's
world-view is felt to be not altogether false—
or it would probably be more accurate to say,

not false all the time. Swift is a diseased
writer. He remains permanently in a
depressed mood which in most people is only
intermittent, rather as though someone
suffering from jaundice or the after-effects of
influenza should have the energy to write
books. But we all know that mood, and
something in us responds to the expression of
it. Take, for instance, one of his most
characteristic works, The Lady's Dressing
Room: one might add the kindred poem,
Upon a Beautiful Young Nymph Going to
Bed. Which is truer, the viewpoint expressed
in these poems, or the viewpoint implied in
Blake's phrase, "The naked female human
form divine"? No doubt Blake is nearer the
truth, and yet who can fail to feel a sort of
pleasure in seeing that fraud, feminine
delicacy, exploded for once? Swift falsifies
his picture of the world by refusing to see
anything in human life except dirt, folly and
wickedness, but the part which he abstracts
from the whole does exist, and it is something
which we all know about while shrinking
from mentioning it. Part of our minds—in
any normal person it is the dominant part—

believes that man is a noble animal and life is
worth living: but there is also a sort of inner
self which at least intermittently stands aghast
at the horror of existence. In the queerest
way, pleasure and disgust are linked together.
The human body is beautiful: it is also
repulsive and ridiculous, a fact which can be
verified at any swimming pool. The sexual
organs are objects of desire and also of
loathing, so much so that in many languages,
if not in all languages, their names are used as
words of abuse. Meat is delicious, but a
butcher's shop makes one feel sick: and
indeed all our food springs ultimately from
dung and dead bodies, the two things which
of all others seem to us the most horrible. A
child, when it is past the infantile stage but
still looking at the world with fresh eyes, is
moved by horror almost as often as by
wonder—horror of snot and spittle, of the
dogs' excrement on the pavement, the dying
toad full of maggots, the sweaty smell of
grown-ups, the hideousness of old men, with
their bald heads and bulbous noses. In his
endless harping on disease, dirt and
deformity, Swift is not actually inventing

anything, he is merely leaving something out.
Human behaviour, too, especially in politics,
is as he describes it, although it contains other
more important factors which he refuses to
admit. So far as we can see, both horror and
pain are necessary to the continuance of life
on this planet, and it is therefore open to
pessimists like Swift to say: "If horror and
pain must always be with us, how can life be
significantly improved?" His attitude is in
effect the Christian attitude, minus the bribe
of a "next world"—which, however, probably
has less hold upon the minds of believers than
the conviction that this world is a vale of
tears and the grave is a place of rest. It is, I
am certain, a wrong attitude, and one which
could have harmful effects upon behaviour;
but something in us responds to it, as it
responds to the gloomy words of the burial
service and the sweetish smell of corpses in a
country church.
It is often argued, at least by people who
admit the importance of subject-matter, that a
book cannot be "good" if it expresses a
palpably false view of life. We are told that in
our own age, for instance, any book that has

genuine literary merit will also be more or
less "progressive" in tendency. This ignores
the fact that throughout history a similar
struggle between progress and reaction has
been raging, and that the best books of any
one age have always been written from
several different viewpoints, some of them
palpably more false than others. In so far as a
writer is a propagandist, the most one can ask
of him is that he shall genuinely believe in
what he is saying, and that it shall not be
something blazingly silly. To-day, for
example, one can imagine a good book being
written by a Catholic, a Communist, a
Fascist, pacifist, an anarchist, perhaps by an
old-style Liberal or an ordinary Conservative:
one cannot imagine a good book being
written by a spiritualist, a Buchmanite or a
member of the Ku-Klux-Klan. The views that
a writer holds must be compatible with
sanity, in the medical sense, and with the
power of continuous thought: beyond that
what we ask of him is talent, which is
probably another name for conviction. Swift
did not possess ordinary wisdom, but he did
possess a terrible intensity of vision, capable

of picking out a single hidden truth and then
magnifying it and distorting it. The durability
of Gulliver's Travels goes to show that, if the
force of belief is behind it, a world-view
which only just passes the test of sanity is
sufficient to produce a great work of art.
[4]
Houyhnhnms too old to
walk are described as being
carried on "sledges" or in
"a kind of vehicle, drawn
like a sledge". Presumably
these had no wheels.
(Author's note.)
[5]
The physical decadence
which Swift claims to have
observed may have been a
reality at that date. He
attributes it to syphilis,
which was a new disease in
Europe and may have been
more virulent than it is
now. Distilled liquors, also,
were a novelty in the
seventeenth century and
must have led at first to a

[6]

great increase in
drunkenness. (Author's
footnote.)
At the end of the book, as
typical specimens of
human folly and
viciousness, Swift names
"a Lawyer, a Pickpocket, a
Colonel, a Fool, a Lord, a
Gamester, a Politician, a
Whore-master, a Physician,
an Evidence, a Suborner,
an Attorney, a Traitor, or
the like". One sees here the
irresponsible violence of
the powerless. The list
lumps together those who
break the conventional
code, and those who keep
it. For instance, if you
automatically condemn a
colonel, as such, on what
grounds do you condemn a
traitor? Or again, if you
want to suppress

pickpockets, you must
have laws, which means
that you must have
lawyers. But the whole
closing passage, in which
the hatred is so authentic,
and the reason given for it
so inadequate, is somehow
unconvincing. One has the
feeling that personal
animosity is at work.
(Author's footnote.)

THE PREVENTION OF
LITERATURE
About a year ago I attended a meeting of
the P.E.N. Club, the occasion being the
tercentenary of Milton's Aeropagitica—A
pamphlet, it may be remembered, in defense
of freedom of the press. Milton's famous
phrase about the sin of "killing" a book was
printed on the leaflets advertising the meeting
which had been circulated beforehand.
There were four speakers on the platform.
One of them delivered a speech which did
deal with the freedom of the press, but only in
relation to India; another said, hesitantly, and
in very general terms, that liberty was a good
thing; a third delivered an attack on the laws
relating to obscenity in literature. The fourth
devoted most of his speech to a defense of the
Russian purges. Of the speeches from the
body of the hall, some reverted to the
question of obscenity and the laws that deal
with it, others were simply eulogies of Soviet

Russia. Moral liberty—the liberty to discuss
sex questions frankly in print—seemed to be
generally approved, but political liberty was
not mentioned. Out of this concourse of
several hundred people, perhaps half of
whom were directly connected with the
writing trade, there was not a single one who
could point out that freedom of the press, if it
means anything at all, means the freedom to
criticize and oppose. Significantly, no
speaker quoted from the pamphlet which was
ostensibly being commemorated. Nor was
there any mention of the various books which
have been "killed" in England and the United
States during the war. In its net effect the
meeting was a demonstration in favor of
censorship.[7]
There was nothing particularly surprising
in this. In our age, the idea of intellectual
liberty is under attack from two directions.
On the one side are its theoretical enemies,
the apologists of totalitarianism, and on the
other its immediate, practical enemies,
monopoly and bureaucracy. Any writer or
journalist who wants to retain his integrity
finds himself thwarted by the general drift of

society rather than by active persecution. The
sort of things that are working against him are
the concentration of the press in the hands of
a few rich men, the grip of monopoly on
radio and the films, the unwillingness of the
public to spend money on books, making it
necessary for nearly every writer to earn part
of his living by hackwork, the encroachment
of official bodies like the M.O.I. [Ministry of
Information] and the British Council, which
help the writer to keep alive but also waste
his time and dictate his opinions, and the
continuous war atmosphere of the past ten
years, whose distorting effects no one has
been able to escape. Everything in our age
conspires to turn the writer, and every other
kind of artist as well, into a minor official,
working on themes handed down from above
and never telling what seems to him the
whole of the truth. But in struggling against
this fate he gets no help from his own side;
that is, there is no large body of opinion
which will assure him that he's in the right. In
the past, at any rate throughout the Protestant
centuries, the idea of rebellion and the idea of
intellectual integrity were mixed up. A

heretic—political, moral, religious, or
aesthetic—was one who refused to outrage
his own conscience. His outlook was summed
up in the words of the Revivalist hymn:
Dare to be a Daniel
Dare to stand alone
Dare to have a purpose firm
Dare to make it known
To bring this hymn up to date one would
have to add a "Don't" at the beginning of each
line. For it is the peculiarity of our age that
the rebels against the existing order, at any
rate the most numerous and characteristic of
them, are also rebelling against the idea of
individual integrity. "Daring to stand alone"
is ideologically criminal as well as practically
dangerous. The independence of the writer
and the artist is eaten away by vague
economic forces, and at the same time it is
undermined by those who should be its
defenders. It is with the second process that I
am concerned here.
Freedom of thought and of the press are
usually attacked by arguments which are not
worth bothering about. Anyone who has

experience of lecturing and debating knows
them off backwards. Here I am not trying to
deal with the familiar claim that freedom is
an illusion, or with the claim that there is
more freedom in totalitarian countries than in
democratic ones, but with the much more
tenable and dangerous proposition that
freedom is undesirable and that intellectual
honesty is a form of anti-social selfishness.
Although other aspects of the question are
usually in the foreground, the controversy
over freedom of speech and of the press is at
bottom a controversy of the desirability, or
otherwise, of telling lies. What is really at
issue is the right to report contemporary
events truthfully, or as truthfully as is
consistent with the ignorance, bias and selfdeception from which every observer
necessarily suffers. In saying this I may seem
to be saying that straightforward "reportage"
is the only branch of literature that matters:
but I will try to show later that at every
literary level, and probably in every one of
the arts, the same issue arises in more or less
subtilized forms. Meanwhile, it is necessary
to strip away the irrelevancies in which this

controversy is usually wrapped up.
The enemies of intellectual liberty always
try to present their case as a plea for
discipline versus individualism. The issue
truth-versus-untruth is as far as possible kept
in the background. Although the point of
emphasis may vary, the writer who refuses to
sell his opinions is always branded as a mere
egoist. He is accused, that is, of either
wanting to shut himself up in an ivory tower,
or of making an exhibitionist display of his
own personality, or of resisting the inevitable
current of history in an attempt to cling to
unjustified privilege. The Catholic and the
Communist are alike in assuming that an
opponent cannot be both honest and
intelligent. Each of them tacitly claims that
"the truth" has already been revealed, and that
the heretic, if he is not simply a fool, is
secretly aware of "the truth" and merely
resists it out of selfish motives. In Communist
literature the attack on intellectual liberty is
usually masked by oratory about "pettybourgeois individualism", "the illusions of
nineteenth-century liberalism", etc., and
backed up by words of abuse such as

"romantic" and "sentimental", which, since
they do not have any agreed meaning, are
difficult to answer. In this way the
controversy is maneuvered away from its real
issue. One can accept, and most enlightened
people would accept, the Communist thesis
that pure freedom will only exist in a
classless society, and that one is most nearly
free when one is working to bring such a
society about. But slipped in with this is the
quite unfounded claim that the Communist
Party is itself aiming at the establishment of
the classless society, and that in the U.S.S.R.
this aim is actually on the way to being
realized. If the first claim is allowed to entail
the second, there is almost no assault on
common sense and common decency that
cannot be justified. But meanwhile, the real
point has been dodged. Freedom of the
intellect means the freedom to report what
one has seen, heard, and felt, and not to be
obliged to fabricate imaginary facts and
feelings. The familiar tirades against
"escapism" and "individualism",
"romanticism", and so forth, are merely a
forensic device, the aim of which is to make

the perversion of history seem respectable.
Fifteen years ago, when one defended the
freedom of the intellect, one had to defend it
against Conservatives, against Catholics, and
to some extent—for they were not of great
importance in England—against Fascists. Today one has to defend it against Communists
and "fellow-travelers". One ought not to
exaggerate the direct influence of the small
English Communist Party, but there can be no
question about the poisonous effect of the
Russian mythos on English intellectual life.
Because of it known facts are suppressed and
distorted to such an extent as to make it
doubtful whether a true history of our times
can ever be written. Let me give just one
instance out of the hundreds that could be
cited. When Germany collapsed, it was found
that very large numbers of Soviet Russians—
mostly, no doubt, from non-political motives
—had changed sides and were fighting for
the Germans. Also, a small but not negligible
portion of the Russian prisoners and
displaced persons refused to go back to the
U.S.S.R., and some of them, at least, were
repatriated against their will. These facts,

known to many journalists on the spot, went
almost unmentioned in the British press,
while at the same time Russophile publicists
in England continued to justify the purges
and deportations of 1936-38 by claiming that
the U.S.S.R. "had no quislings". The fog of
lies and misinformation that surrounds such
subjects as the Ukraine famine, the Spanish
civil war, Russian policy in Poland, and so
forth, is not due entirely to conscious
dishonesty, but any writer or journalist who is
fully sympathetic for the U.S.S.R.—
sympathetic, that is, in the way the Russians
themselves would want him to be—does have
to acquiesce in deliberate falsification on
important issues. I have before me what must
be a very rare pamphlet, written by Maxim
Litvinoff in 1918 and outlining the recent
events in the Russian Revolution. It makes no
mention of Stalin, but gives high praise to
Trotsky, and also to Zinoviev, Kamenev, and
others. What could be the attitude of even the
most intellectually scrupulous Communist
towards such a pamphlet? At best, the
obscurantist attitude of saying that it is an
undesirable document and better suppressed.

And if for some reason it were decided to
issue a garbled version of the pamphlet,
denigrating Trotsky and inserting references
to Stalin, no Communist who remained
faithful to his party could protest. Forgeries
almost as gross as this have been committed
in recent years. But the significant thing is
not that they happen, but that, even when they
are known about, they provoke no reaction
from the left-wing intelligentsia as a whole.
The argument that to tell the truth would be
"inopportune" or would "play into the hands
of" somebody or other is felt to be
unanswerable, and few people are bothered
by the prospect of the lies which they
condone getting out of the newspapers and
into the history books.
The organized lying practiced by
totalitarian states is not, as is sometimes
claimed, a temporary expedient of the same
nature as military deception. It is something
integral to totalitarianism, something that
would still continue even if concentration
camps and secret police forces had ceased to
be necessary. Among intelligent Communists
there is an underground legend to the effect

that although the Russian government is
obliged now to deal in lying propaganda,
frame-up trials, and so forth, it is secretly
recording the true facts and will publish them
at some future time. We can, I believe, be
quite certain that this is not the case, because
the mentality implied by such an action is that
of a liberal historian who believes that the
past cannot be altered and that a correct
knowledge of history is valuable as a matter
of course. From the totalitarian point of view
history is something to be created rather than
learned. A totalitarian state is in effect a
theocracy, and its ruling caste, in order to
keep its position, has to be thought of as
infallible. But since, in practice, no one is
infallible, it is frequently necessary to
rearrange past events in order to show that
this or that mistake was not made, or that this
or that imaginary triumph actually happened.
Then again, every major change in policy
demands a corresponding change of doctrine
and a revelation of prominent historical
figures. This kind of thing happens
everywhere, but is clearly likelier to lead to
outright falsification in societies where only

one opinion is permissible at any given
moment. Totalitarianism demands, in fact, the
continuous alteration of the past, and in the
long run probably demands a disbelief in the
very existence of objective truth. The friends
of totalitarianism in this country usually tend
to argue that since absolute truth is not
attainable, a big lie is no worse than a little
lie. It is pointed out that all historical records
are biased and inaccurate, or on the other
hand, that modern physics has proven that
what seems to us the real world is an illusion,
so that to believe in the evidence of one's
senses is simply vulgar philistinism. A
totalitarian society which succeeded in
perpetuating itself would probably set up a
schizophrenic system of thought, in which the
laws of common sense held good in everyday
life and in certain exact sciences, but could be
disregarded by the politician, the historian,
and the sociologist. Already there are
countless people who would think it
scandalous to falsify a scientific textbook, but
would see nothing wrong in falsifying an
historical fact. It is at the point where
literature and politics cross that

totalitarianism exerts its greatest pressure on
the intellectual. The exact sciences are not, at
this date, menaced to anything like the same
extent. This partly accounts for the fact that
in all countries it is easier for the scientists
than for the writers to line up behind their
respective governments.
To keep the matter in perspective, let me
repeat what I said at the beginning of this
essay: that in England the immediate enemies
of truthfulness, and hence of freedom of
thought, are the press lords, the film
magnates, and the bureaucrats, but that on a
long view the weakening of the desire for
liberty among the intellectuals themselves is
the most serious symptom of all. It may seem
that all this time I have been talking about the
effects of censorship, not on literature as a
whole, but merely on one department of
political journalism. Granted that Soviet
Russia constitutes a sort of forbidden area in
the British press, granted that issues like
Poland, the Spanish civil war, the RussoGerman pact, and so forth, are debarred from
serious discussion, and that if you possess
information that conflicts with the prevailing

orthodoxy you are expected to either distort it
or keep quiet about it—granted all this, why
should literature in the wider sense be
affected? Is every writer a politician, and is
every book necessarily a work of
straightforward "reportage"? Even under the
tightest dictatorship, cannot the individual
writer remain free inside his own mind and
distil or disguise his unorthodox ideas in such
a way that the authorities will be too stupid to
recognize them? And in any case, if the
writer himself is in agreement with the
prevailing orthodoxy, why should it have a
cramping effect on him? Is not literature, or
any of the arts, likeliest to flourish in
societies in which there are no major conflicts
of opinion and no sharp distinction between
the artist and his audience? Does one have to
assume that every writer is a rebel, or even
that a writer as such is an exceptional person?
Whenever one attempts to defend
intellectual liberty against the claims of
totalitarianism, one meets with these
arguments in one form or another. They are
based on a complete misunderstanding of
what literature is, and how—one should

perhaps say why—it comes into being. They
assume that a writer is either a mere
entertainer or else a venal hack who can
switch from one line of propaganda to
another as easily as an organ grinder
changing tunes. But after all, how is it that
books ever come to be written? Above a quite
low level, literature is an attempt to influence
the viewpoint of one's contemporaries by
recording experience. And so far as freedom
of expression is concerned, there is not much
difference between a mere journalist and the
most "unpolitical" imaginative writer. The
journalist is unfree, and is conscious of
unfreedom, when he is forced to write lies or
suppress what seems to him important news;
the imaginative writer is unfree when he has
to falsify his subjective feelings, which from
his point of view are facts. He may distort
and caricature reality in order to make his
meaning clearer, but he cannot misrepresent
the scenery of his own mind; he cannot say
with any conviction that he likes what he
dislikes, or believes what he disbelieves. If he
is forced to do so, the only result is that his
creative faculties will dry up. Nor can he

solve the problem by keeping away from
controversial topics. There is no such thing as
a genuinely non-political literature, and least
of all in an age like our own, when fears,
hatreds, and loyalties of a directly political
kind are near to the surface of everyone's
consciousness. Even a single taboo can have
an all-round crippling effect upon the mind,
because there is always the danger that any
thought which is freely followed up may lead
to the forbidden thought. It follows that the
atmosphere of totalitarianism is deadly to any
kind of prose writer, though a poet, at any
rate a lyric poet, might possibly find it
breathable. And in any totalitarian society
that survives for more than a couple of
generations, it is probable that prose
literature, of the kind that has existed during
the past four hundred years, must actually
come to an end.
Literature has sometimes flourished under
despotic regimes, but, as has often been
pointed out, the despotisms of the past were
not totalitarian. Their repressive apparatus
was always inefficient, their ruling classes
were usually either corrupt or apathetic or

half-liberal in outlook, and the prevailing
religious doctrines usually worked against
perfectionism and the notion of human
infallibility. Even so it is broadly true that
prose literature has reached its highest levels
in periods of democracy and free speculation.
What is new in totalitarianism is that its
doctrines are not only unchallengeable but
also unstable. They have to be accepted on
pain of damnation, but on the other hand,
they are always liable to be altered on a
moment's notice. Consider, for example, the
various attitudes, completely incompatible
with one another, which an English
Communist or "fellow-traveler" has had to
adopt toward the war between Britain and
Germany. For years before September, 1939,
he was expected to be in a continuous stew
about "the horrors of Nazism" and to twist
everything he wrote into a denunciation of
Hitler: after September, 1939, for twenty
months, he had to believe that Germany was
more sinned against than sinning, and the
word "Nazi", at least as far as print went, had
to drop right out of his vocabulary.
Immediately after hearing the 8 o'clock news

bulletin on the morning of June 22, 1941, he
had to start believing once again that Nazism
was the most hideous evil the world had ever
seen. Now, it is easy for the politician to
make such changes: for a writer the case is
somewhat different. If he is to switch his
allegiance at exactly the right moment, he
must either tell lies about his subjective
feelings, or else suppress them altogether. In
either case he has destroyed his dynamo. Not
only will ideas refuse to come to him, but the
very words he uses will seem to stiffen under
his touch. Political writing in our time
consists almost entirely of prefabricated
phrases bolted together like the pieces of a
child's Meccano set. It is the unavoidable
result of self-censorship. To write in plain,
vigorous language one has to think fearlessly,
and if one thinks fearlessly one cannot be
politically orthodox. It might be otherwise in
an "age of faith", when the prevailing
orthodoxy has long been established and is
not taken too seriously. In that case it would
be possible, or might be possible, for large
areas of one's mind to remain unaffected by
what one officially believed. Even so, it is

worth noticing that prose literature almost
disappeared during the only age of faith that
Europe has ever enjoyed. Throughout the
whole of the Middle Ages there was almost
no imaginative prose literature and very little
in the way of historical writing; and the
intellectual leaders of society expressed their
most serious thoughts in a dead language
which barely altered during a thousand years.
Totalitarianism, however, does not so
much promise an age of faith as an age of
schizophrenia. A society becomes totalitarian
when its structure becomes flagrantly
artificial: that is, when its ruling class has lost
its function but succeeds in clinging to power
by force or fraud. Such a society, no matter
how long it persists, can never afford to
become either tolerant or intellectually stable.
It can never permit either the truthful
recording of facts or the emotional sincerity
that literary creation demands. But to be
corrupted by totalitarianism one does not
have to live in a totalitarian country. The
mere prevalence of certain ideas can spread a
kind of poison that makes one subject after
another impossible for literary purposes.

Wherever there is an enforced orthodoxy—or
even two orthodoxies, as often happens good
writing stops. This was well illustrated by the
Spanish civil war. To many English
intellectuals the war was a deeply moving
experience, but not an experience about
which they could write sincerely. There were
only two things that you were allowed to say,
and both of them were palpable lies: as a
result, the war produced acres of print but
almost nothing worth reading.
It is not certain whether the effects of
totalitarianism upon verse need be so deadly
as its effects on prose. There is a whole series
of converging reasons why it is somewhat
easier for a poet than a prose writer to feel at
home in an authoritarian society. To begin
with, bureaucrats and other "practical" men
usually despise the poet too deeply to be
much interested in what he is saying.
Secondly, what the poet is saying—that is,
what his poem "means" if translated into
prose—is relatively unimportant, even to
himself. The thought contained in a poem is
always simple, and is no more the primary
purpose of the poem than the anecdote is the

primary purpose of the picture. A poem is an
arrangement of sounds and associations, as a
painting is an arrangement of brush-marks.
For short snatches, indeed, as in the refrain of
a song, poetry can even dispense with
meaning altogether. It is therefore fairly easy
for a poet to keep away from dangerous
subjects and avoid uttering heresies; and even
when he does utter them, they may escape
notice. But above all, good verse, unlike good
prose, is not necessarily an individual
product. Certain kinds of poems, such as
ballads, or, on the other hand, very artificial
verse forms, can be composed co-operatively
by groups of people. Whether the ancient
English and Scottish ballads were originally
produced by individuals, or by the people at
large, is disputed; but at any rate they are
non-individual in the sense that they
constantly change in passing from mouth to
mouth. Even in print no two versions of a
ballad are ever quite the same. Many
primitive peoples compose verse
communally. Someone begins to improvise,
probably accompanying himself on a musical
instrument, somebody else chips in with a

line or a rhyme when the first singer breaks
down, and so the process continues until there
exists a whole song or ballad which has no
identifiable author.
In prose, this kind of intimate
collaboration is quite impossible. Serious
prose, in any case, has to be composed in
solitude, whereas the excitement of being part
of a group is actually an aid to certain kinds
of versification. Verse—and perhaps good
verse of its own kind, though it would not be
the highest kind—might survive under even
the most inquisitorial régime. Even in a
society where liberty and individuality had
been extinguished, there would still be a need
either for patriotic songs and heroic ballads
celebrating victories, or for elaborate
exercises in flattery; and these are the kinds
of poems that can be written to order, or
composed communally, without necessarily
lacking artistic value. Prose is a different
matter, since the prose writer cannot narrow
the range of his thoughts without killing his
inventiveness. But the history of totalitarian
societies, or of groups of people who have
adopted the totalitarian outlook, suggests that

loss of liberty is inimical to all forms of
literature. German literature almost
disappeared during the Hitler régime, and the
case was not much better in Italy. Russian
literature, so far as one can judge by
translations, has deteriorated markedly since
the early days of the revolution, though some
of the verse appears to be better than the
prose. Few if any Russian novels that it is
possible to take seriously have been
translated for about fifteen years. In western
Europe and America large sections of the
literary intelligentsia have either passed
through the Communist Party or have been
warmly sympathetic to it, but this whole
leftward movement has produced
extraordinarily few books worth reading.
Orthodox Catholicism, again, seems to have a
crushing effect upon certain literary forms,
especially the novel. During a period of three
hundred years, how many people have been
at once good novelists and good Catholics?
The fact is that certain themes cannot be
celebrated in words, and tyranny is one of
them. No one ever wrote a good book in
praise of the Inquisition. Poetry might survive

in a totalitarian age, and certain arts or halfarts, such as architecture, might even find
tyranny beneficial, but the prose writer would
have no choice between silence or death.
Prose literature as we know it is the product
of rationalism, of the Protestant centuries, of
the autonomous individual. And the
destruction of intellectual liberty cripples the
journalist, the sociological writer, the
historian, the novelist, the critic, and the poet,
in that order. In the future it is possible that a
new kind of literature, not involving
individual feeling or truthful observation,
may arise, but no such thing is at present
imaginable. It seems much likelier that if the
liberal culture that we have lived in since the
Renaissance comes to an end, the literary art
will perish with it.
Of course, print will continue to be used,
and it is interesting to speculate what kinds of
reading matter would survive in a rigidly
totalitarian society. Newspapers will
presumably continue until television
technique reaches a higher level, but apart
from newspapers it is doubtful even now
whether the great mass of people in the

industrialized countries feel the need for any
kind of literature. They are unwilling, at any
rate, to spend anywhere near as much on
reading matter as they spend on several other
recreations. Probably novels and stories will
be completely superseded by film and radio
productions. Or perhaps some kind of low
grade sensational fiction will survive,
produced by a sort of conveyor-belt process
that reduces human initiative to the
minimum.
It would probably not be beyond human
ingenuity to write books by machinery. But a
sort of mechanizing process can already be
seen at work in the film and radio, in
publicity and propaganda, and in the lower
reaches of journalism. The Disney films, for
instance, are produced by what is essentially
a factory process, the work being done partly
mechanically and partly by teams of artists
who have to subordinate their individual
style. Radio features are commonly written
by tired hacks to whom the subject and the
manner of treatment are dictated beforehand:
even so, what they write is merely a kind of
raw material to be chopped into shape by

producers and censors. So also with the
innumerable books and pamphlets
commissioned by government departments.
Even more machine-like is the production of
short stories, serials, and poems for the very
cheap magazines. Papers such as the Writer
abound with advertisements of literary
schools, all of them offering you ready-made
plots at a few shillings a time. Some, together
with the plot, supply the opening and closing
sentences of each chapter. Others furnish you
with a sort of algebraical formula by the use
of which you can construct plots for yourself.
Others have packs of cards marked with
characters and situations, which have only to
be shuffled and dealt in order to produce
ingenious stories automatically. It is probably
in some such way that the literature of a
totalitarian society would be produced, if
literature were still felt to be necessary.
Imagination even consciousness, so far as
possible—would be eliminated from the
process of writing. Books would be planned
in their broad lines by bureaucrats, and would
pass through so many hands that when
finished they would be no more an individual

product than a Ford car at the end of the
assembly line. It goes without saying that
anything so produced would be rubbish; but
anything that was not rubbish would
endanger the structure of the state. As for the
surviving literature of the past, it would have
to be suppressed or at least elaborately
rewritten.
Meanwhile, totalitarianism has not fully
triumphed anywhere. Our own society is still,
broadly speaking, liberal. To exercise your
right of free speech you have to fight against
economic pressure and against strong
sections of public opinion, but not, as yet,
against a secret police force. You can say or
print almost anything so long as you are
willing to do it in a hole-and-corner way. But
what is sinister, as I said at the beginning of
this essay, is that the conscious enemies of
liberty are those to whom liberty ought to
mean most. The big public do not care about
the matter one way or the other. They are not
in favour of persecuting the heretic, and they
will not exert themselves to defend him. They
are at once too sane and too stupid to acquire
the totalitarian outlook. The direct, conscious

attack on intellectual decency comes from the
intellectuals themselves.
It is possible that the Russophile
intelligentsia, if they had not succumbed to
that particular myth, would have succumbed
to another of much the same kind. But at any
rate the Russian myth is there, and the
corruption it causes stinks. When one sees
highly educated men looking on indifferently
at oppression and persecution, one wonders
which to despise more, their cynicism or their
shortsightedness. Many scientists, for
example, are the uncritical admirers of the
U.S.S.R. They appear to think that the
destruction of liberty is of no importance so
long as their own line of work is for the
moment unaffected. The U.S.S.R. is a large,
rapidly developing country which has an
acute need of scientific workers and,
consequently, treats them generously.
Provided that they steer clear of dangerous
subjects such as psychology, scientists are
privileged persons. Writers, on the other
hand, are viciously persecuted. It is true that
literary prostitutes like Ilya Ehrenburg or
Alexei Tolstoy are paid huge sums of money,

but the only thing which is of any value to the
writer as such—his freedom of expression—
is taken away from him. Some, at least, of the
English scientists who speak so
enthusiastically of the opportunities to be
enjoyed by scientists in Russia are capable of
understanding this. But their reflection
appears to be: "Writers are persecuted in
Russia. So what? I am not a writer." They do
not see that any attack on intellectual liberty,
and on the concept of objective truth,
threatens in the long run every department of
thought.
For the moment the totalitarian state
tolerates the scientist because it needs him.
Even in Nazi Germany, scientists, other than
Jews, were relatively well treated and the
German scientific community, as a whole,
offered no resistance to Hitler. At this stage
of history, even the most autocratic ruler is
forced to take account of physical reality,
partly because of the lingering-on of liberal
habits of thought, partly because of the need
to prepare for war. So long as physical reality
cannot altogether be ignored, so long as two
and two have to make four when you are, for

example, drawing the blueprint of an
aeroplane, the scientist has his function, and
can even be allowed a measure of liberty. His
awakening will come later, when the
totalitarian state is firmly established.
Meanwhile, if he wants to safeguard the
integrity of science, it is his job to develop
some kind of solidarity with his literary
colleagues and not disregard it as a matter of
indifference when writers are silenced or
driven to suicide, and newspapers
systematically falsified.
But however it may be with the physical
sciences, or with music, painting and
architecture, it is—as I have tried to show—
certain that literature is doomed if liberty of
thought perishes. Not only is it doomed in
any country which retains a totalitarian
structure; but any writer who adopts the
totalitarian outlook, who finds excuses for
persecution and the falsification of reality,
thereby destroys himself as a writer. There is
no way out of this. No tirades against
"individualism" and the "ivory tower", no
pious platitudes to the effect that "true
individuality is only attained through

identification with the community", can get
over the fact that a bought mind is a spoiled
mind. Unless spontaneity enters at some point
or another, literary creation is impossible, and
language itself becomes something totally
different from what it is now, we may learn to
separate literary creation from intellectual
honesty. At present we know only that the
imagination, like certain wild animals, will
not breed in captivity. Any writer or
journalist who denies that fact—and nearly
all the current praise of the Soviet Union
contains or implies such a denial—is, in
effect, demanding his own destruction.
[7]
It is fair to say that the
P.E.N. club celebrations,
which lasted a week or
more, did not always stick
at quite the same level. I
happened to strike a bad
day. But an examination of
the speeches (printed under
the title Freedom Of
Expression) shows that
almost nobody in our own
day is able to speak out as

roundly in favour of
intellectual liberty as
Milton could do 300 years
ago—and this in spite of
the fact Milton was writing
in a period of civil war.
(Author's footnote)

WHY I WRITE
From a very early age, perhaps the age of
five or six, I knew that when I grew up I
should be a writer. Between the ages of about
seventeen and twenty-four I tried to abandon
this idea, but I did so with the consciousness
that I was outraging my true nature and that
sooner or later I should have to settle down
and write books.
I was the middle child of three, but there
was a gap of five years on either side, and I
barely saw my father before I was eight. For
this and other reasons I was somewhat lonely,
and I soon developed disagreeable
mannerisms which made me unpopular
throughout my schooldays. I had the lonely
child's habit of making up stories and holding
conversations with imaginary persons, and I
think from the very start my literary
ambitions were mixed up with the feeling of
being isolated and undervalued. I knew that I
had a facility with words and a power of
facing unpleasant facts, and I felt that this

created a sort of private world in which I
could get my own back for my failure in
everyday life. Nevertheless the volume of
serious—i.e. seriously intended—writing
which I produced all through my childhood
and boyhood would not amount to half a
dozen pages. I wrote my first poem at the age
of four or five, my mother taking it down to
dictation. I cannot remember anything about
it except that it was about a tiger and the tiger
had 'chair-like teeth'—a good enough phrase,
but I fancy the poem was a plagiarism of
Blake's 'Tiger, Tiger'. At eleven, when the
war of 1914-18 broke out, I wrote a patriotic
poem which was printed in the local
newspaper, as was another, two years later,
on the death of Kitchener. From time to time,
when I was a bit older, I wrote bad and
usually unfinished 'nature poems' in the
Georgian style. I also attempted a short story
which was a ghastly failure. That was the
total of the would-be serious work that I
actually set down on paper during all those
years.
However, throughout this time I did in a
sense engage in literary activities. To begin

with there was the made-to-order stuff which
I produced quickly, easily and without much
pleasure to myself. Apart from school work, I
wrote Vers D'occasion, semi-comic poems
which I could turn out at what now seems to
me astonishing speed—at fourteen I wrote a
whole rhyming play, in imitation of
Aristophanes, in about a week—and helped
to edit school magazines, both printed and in
manuscript. These magazines were the most
pitiful burlesque stuff that you could imagine,
and I took far less trouble with them than I
now would with the cheapest journalism. But
side by side with all this, for fifteen years or
more, I was carrying out a literary exercise of
a quite different kind: this was the making up
of a continuous 'story' about myself, a sort of
diary existing only in the mind. I believe this
is a common habit of children and
adolescents. As a very small child I used to
imagine that I was, say, Robin Hood, and
picture myself as the hero of thrilling
adventures, but quite soon my 'story' ceased
to be narcissistic in a crude way and became
more and more a mere description of what I
was doing and the things I saw. For minutes

at a time this kind of thing would be running
through my head: 'He pushed the door open
and entered the room. A yellow beam of
sunlight, filtering through the muslin curtains,
slanted on to the table, where a match-box,
half-open, lay beside the inkpot. With his
right hand in his pocket he moved across to
the window. Down in the street a tortoiseshell
cat was chasing a dead leaf, etc. etc. This
habit continued until I was about twenty-five,
right through my non-literary years. Although
I had to search, and did search, for the right
words, I seemed to be making this descriptive
effort almost against my will, under a kind of
compulsion from outside. The 'story' must, I
suppose, have reflected the styles of the
various writers I admired at different ages,
but so far as I remember it always had the
same meticulous descriptive quality.
When I was about sixteen I suddenly
discovered the joy of mere words, i.e. the
sounds and associations of words. The lines
from Paradise Lost,
So hee with difficulty and labour hard
Moved on: with difficulty and labour hee.

which do not now seem to me so very
wonderful, sent shivers down my backbone;
and the spelling 'hee' for 'he' was an added
pleasure. As for the need to describe things, I
knew all about it already. So it is clear what
kind of books I wanted to write, in so far as I
could be said to want to write books at that
time. I wanted to write enormous naturalistic
novels with unhappy endings, full of detailed
descriptions and arresting similes, and also
full of purple passages in which words were
used partly for the sake of their own sound.
And in fact my first completed novel,
Burmese Days, which I wrote when I was
thirty but projected much earlier, is rather that
kind of book.
I give all this background information
because I do not think one can assess a
writer's motives without knowing something
of his early development. His subject matter
will be determined by the age he lives in—at
least this is true in tumultuous, revolutionary
ages like our own—but before he ever begins
to write he will have acquired an emotional
attitude from which he will never completely
escape. It is his job, no doubt, to discipline

his temperament and avoid getting stuck at
some immature stage, in some perverse
mood; but if he escapes from his early
influences altogether, he will have killed his
impulse to write. Putting aside the need to
earn a living, I think there are four great
motives for writing, at any rate for writing
prose. They exist in different degrees in every
writer, and in any one writer the proportions
will vary from time to time, according to the
atmosphere in which he is living. They are:
(i) Sheer egoism. Desire to seem clever,
to be talked about, to be remembered after
death, to get your own back on the grown-ups
who snubbed you in childhood, etc., etc. It is
humbug to pretend this is not a motive, and a
strong one. Writers share this characteristic
with scientists, artists, politicians, lawyers,
soldiers, successful businessmen—in short,
with the whole top crust of humanity. The
great mass of human beings are not acutely
selfish. After the age of about thirty they
almost abandon the sense of being individuals
at all—and live chiefly for others, or are
simply smothered under drudgery. But there
is also the minority of gifted, willful people

who are determined to live their own lives to
the end, and writers belong in this class.
Serious writers, I should say, are on the
whole more vain and self-centered than
journalists, though less interested in money.
(ii) Aesthetic enthusiasm. Perception of
beauty in the external world, or, on the other
hand, in words and their right arrangement.
Pleasure in the impact of one sound on
another, in the firmness of good prose or the
rhythm of a good story. Desire to share an
experience which one feels is valuable and
ought not to be missed. The aesthetic motive
is very feeble in a lot of writers, but even a
pamphleteer or writer of textbooks will have
pet words and phrases which appeal to him
for non-utilitarian reasons; or he may feel
strongly about typography, width of margins,
etc. Above the level of a railway guide, no
book is quite free from aesthetic
considerations.
(iii) Historical impulse. Desire to see
things as they are, to find out true facts and
store them up for the use of posterity.
(iv) Political purpose.—Using the word
'political' in the widest possible sense. Desire

to push the world in a certain direction, to
alter other peoples' idea of the kind of society
that they should strive after. Once again, no
book is genuinely free from political bias.
The opinion that art should have nothing to
do with politics is itself a political attitude.
It can be seen how these various impulses
must war against one another, and how they
must fluctuate from person to person and
from time to time. By nature—taking your
'nature' to be the state you have attained when
you are first adult—I am a person in whom
the first three motives would outweigh the
fourth. In a peaceful age I might have written
ornate or merely descriptive books, and might
have remained almost unaware of my
political loyalties. As it is I have been forced
into becoming a sort of pamphleteer. First I
spent five years in an unsuitable profession
(the Indian Imperial Police, in Burma), and
then I underwent poverty and the sense of
failure. This increased my natural hatred of
authority and made me for the first time fully
aware of the existence of the working classes,
and the job in Burma had given me some
understanding of the nature of imperialism:

but these experiences were not enough to
give me an accurate political orientation.
Then came Hitler, the Spanish Civil War, etc.
By the end of 1935 I had still failed to reach a
firm decision. I remember a little poem that I
wrote at that date, expressing my dilemma:
A happy vicar I might have been
Two hundred years ago
To preach upon eternal doom
And watch my walnuts grow;
But born, alas, in an evil time,
I missed that pleasant haven,
For the hair has grown on my upper lip
And the clergy are all clean-shaven.
And later still the times were good,
We were so easy to please,
We rocked our troubled thoughts to sleep
On the bosoms of the trees.
All ignorant we dared to own
The joys we now dissemble;
The greenfinch on the apple bough
Could make my enemies tremble.

But girl's bellies and apricots,
Roach in a shaded stream,
Horses, ducks in flight at dawn,
All these are a dream.
It is forbidden to dream again;
We maim our joys or hide them:
Horses are made of chromium steel
And little fat men shall ride them.
I am the worm who never turned,
The eunuch without a harem;
Between the priest and the commissar
I walk like Eugene Aram;
And the commissar is telling my fortune
While the radio plays,
But the priest has promised an Austin Seven,
For Duggie always pays.
I dreamt I dwelt in marble halls,
And woke to find it true;
I wasn't born for an age like this;
Was Smith? Was Jones? Were you?
The Spanish war and other events in

1936-37 turned the scale and thereafter I
knew where I stood. Every line of serious
work that I have written since 1936 has been
written, directly or indirectly, against
totalitarianism and for democratic socialism,
as I understand it. It seems to me nonsense, in
a period like our own, to think that one can
avoid writing of such subjects. Everyone
writes of them in one guise or another. It is
simply a question of which side one takes and
what approach one follows. And the more
one is conscious of one's political bias, the
more chance one has of acting politically
without sacrificing one's aesthetic and
intellectual integrity.
What I have most wanted to do
throughout the past ten years is to make
political writing into an art. My starting point
is always a feeling of partisanship, a sense of
injustice. When I sit down to write a book, I
do not say to myself, 'I am going to produce a
work of art'. I write it because there is some
lie that I want to expose, some fact to which I
want to draw attention, and my initial concern
is to get a hearing. But I could not do the
work of writing a book, or even a long

magazine article, if it were not also an
aesthetic experience. Anyone who cares to
examine my work will see that even when it
is downright propaganda it contains much
that a full-time politician would consider
irrelevant. I am not able, and do not want,
completely to abandon the world view that I
acquired in childhood. So long as I remain
alive and well I shall continue to feel strongly
about prose style, to love the surface of the
earth, and to take a pleasure in solid objects
and scraps of useless information. It is no use
trying to suppress that side of myself. The job
is to reconcile my ingrained likes and dislikes
with the essentially public, non-individual
activities that this age forces on all of us.
It is not easy. It raises problems of
construction and of language, and it raises in
a new way the problem of truthfulness. Let
me give just one example of the cruder kind
of difficulty that arises. My book about the
Spanish civil war, Homage To Catalonia, is
of course a frankly political book, but in the
main it is written with a certain detachment
and regard for form. I did try very hard in it
to tell the whole truth without violating my

literary instincts. But among other things it
contains a long chapter, full of newspaper
quotations and the like, defending the
Trotskyists who were accused of plotting
with Franco. Clearly such a chapter, which
after a year or two would lose its interest for
any ordinary reader, must ruin the book. A
critic whom I respect read me a lecture about
it. 'Why did you put in all that stuff?' he said.
'You've turned what might have been a good
book into journalism.' What he said was true,
but I could not have done otherwise. I
happened to know, what very few people in
England had been allowed to know, that
innocent men were being falsely accused. If I
had not been angry about that I should never
have written the book.
In one form or another this problem
comes up again. The problem of language is
subtler and would take too long to discuss. I
will only say that of late years I have tried to
write less picturesquely and more exactly. In
any case I find that by the time you have
perfected any style of writing, you have
always outgrown it. Animal Farm was the
first book in which I tried, with full

consciousness of what I was doing, to fuse
political purpose and artistic purpose into one
whole. I have not written a novel for seven
years, but I hope to write another fairly soon.
It is bound to be a failure, every book is a
failure, but I do know with some clarity what
kind of book I want to write.
Looking back through the last page or
two, I see that I have made it appear as
though my motives in writing were wholly
public-spirited. I don't want to leave that as
the final impression. All writers are vain,
selfish, and lazy, and at the very bottom of
their motives there lies a mystery. Writing a
book is a horrible, exhausting struggle, like a
long bout of some painful illness. One would
never undertake such a thing if one were not
driven on by some demon whom one can
neither resist nor understand. For all one
knows that demon is simply the same instinct
that makes a baby squall for attention. And
yet it is also true that one can write nothing
readable unless one constantly struggles to
efface one's own personality. Good prose is
like a windowpane. I cannot say with
certainty which of my motives are the

strongest, but I know which of them deserve
to be followed. And looking back through my
work, I see that it is invariably where I lacked
a political purpose that I wrote lifeless books
and was betrayed into purple passages,
sentences without meaning, decorative
adjectives and humbug generally.

WRITERS AND LEVIATHAN
The position of the writer in an age of
State control is a subject that has already been
fairly largely discussed, although most of the
evidence that might be relevant is not yet
available. In this place I do not want to
express an opinion either for or against State
patronage of the arts, but merely to point out
that what kind of State rules over us must
depend partly on the prevailing intellectual
atmosphere: meaning, in this context, partly
on the attitude of writers and artists
themselves, and on their willingness or
otherwise to keep the spirit of liberalism
alive. If we find ourselves in ten years' time
cringing before somebody like Zhdanov, it
will probably be because that is what we have
deserved. Obviously there are strong
tendencies towards totalitarianism at work
within the English literary intelligentsia
already. But here I am not concerned with
any organised and conscious movement such
as Communism, but merely with the effect,

on people of goodwill, of political thinking
and the need to take sides politically.
This is a political age. War, Fascism,
concentration camps, rubber truncheons,
atomic bombs, etc. are what we daily think
about, and therefore to a great extent what we
write about, even when we do not name them
openly. We cannot help this. When you are
on a sinking ship, your thoughts will be about
sinking ships. But not only is our subjectmatter narrowed, but our whole attitude
towards literature is coloured by loyalties
which we at least intermittently realise to be
non-literary. I often have the feeling that even
at the best of times literary criticism is
fraudulent, since in the absence of any
accepted standards whatever—any external
reference which can give meaning to the
statement that such and such a book is "good"
or "bad"—every literary judgement consists
in trumping up a set of rules to justify an
instinctive preference. One's real reaction to a
book, when one has a reaction at all, is
usually "I like this book" or "I don't like it",
and what follows is a rationalisation. But "I
like this book" is not, I think, a non-literary

reaction; the non-literary reaction is "This
book is on my side, and therefore I must
discover merits in it". Of course, when one
praises a book for political reasons one may
be emotionally sincere, in the sense that one
does feel strong approval of it, but also it
often happens that party solidarity demands a
plain lie. Anyone used to reviewing books for
political periodicals is well aware of this. In
general, if you are writing for a paper that
you are in agreement with, you sin by
commission, and if for a paper of the opposite
stamp, by omission. At any rate, innumerable
controversial books—books for or against
Soviet Russia, for or against Zionism, for or
against the Catholic Church, etc.—are judged
before they are read, and in effect before they
are written. One knows in advance what
reception they will get in what papers. And
yet, with a dishonesty that sometimes is not
even quarter-conscious, the pretence is kept
up that genuinely literary standards are being
applied.
Of course, the invasion of literature by
politics was bound to happen. It must have
happened, even if the special problem of

totalitarianism had never arisen, because we
have developed a sort of compunction which
our grandparents did not have, an awareness
of the enormous injustice and misery of the
world, and a guilt-stricken feeling that one
ought to be doing something about it, which
makes a purely aesthetic attitude towards life
impossible. No one, now, could devote
himself to literature as single-mindedly as
Joyce or Henry James. But unfortunately, to
accept political responsibility now means
yielding oneself over to orthodoxies and
"party lines", with all the timidity and
dishonesty that that implies. As against the
Victorian writers, we have the disadvantage
of living among clear-cut political ideologies
and of usually knowing at a glance what
thoughts are heretical. A modern literary
intellectual lives and writes in constant dread
—not, indeed, of public opinion in the wider
sense, but of public opinion within his own
group. As a rule, luckily, there is more than
one group, but also at any given moment
there is a dominant orthodoxy, to offend
against which needs a thick skin and
sometimes means cutting one's income in half

for years on end. Obviously, for about fifteen
years past, the dominant orthodoxy,
especially among the young, has been "left".
The key words are "progressive",
"democratic" and "revolutionary", while the
labels which you must at all costs avoid
having gummed upon you are "bourgeois",
"reactionary" and "Fascist". Almost everyone
nowadays, even the majority of Catholics and
Conservatives, is "progressive", or at least
wishes to be thought so. No one, so far as I
know, ever describes himself as a
"bourgeois", just as no one literate enough to
have heard the word ever admits to being
guilty of antisemitism. We are all of us good
democrats, anti-Fascist, anti-imperialist,
contemptuous of class distinctions,
impervious to colour prejudice, and so on and
so forth. Nor is there much doubt that the
present-day "left" orthodoxy is better than the
rather snobbish, pictistic Conservative
orthodoxy which prevailed twenty years ago,
when the Criterion and (on a lower level) the
London Mercury were the dominant literary
magazines. For at the least its implied
objective is a viable form of society which

large numbers of people actually want. But it
also has its own falsities which, because they
cannot be admitted, make it impossible for
certain questions to be seriously discussed.
The whole left-wing ideology, scientific
and Utopian, was evolved by people who had
no immediate prospect of attaining power. It
was, therefore, an extremist ideology, utterly
contemptuous of kings, governments, laws,
prisons, police forces, armies, flags, frontiers,
patriotism, religion, conventional morality,
and, in fact, the whole existing scheme of
things. Until well within living memory the
forces of the Left in all countries were
fighting against a tyranny which appeared to
be invincible, and it was easy to assume that
if only that particular tyranny—capitalism
could be overthrown, Socialism would
follow. Moreover, the Left had inherited from
Liberalism certain distinctly questionable
beliefs, such as the belief that the truth will
prevail and persecution defeats itself, or that
man is naturally good and is only corrupted
by his environment. This perfectionist
ideology has persisted in nearly all of us, and
it is in the name of it that we protest when

(for instance) a Labour government votes
huge incomes to the King's daughters or
shows hesitation about nationalising steel.
But we have also accumulated in our minds a
whole series of unadmitted contradictions, as
a result of successive bumps against reality.
The first big bump was the Russian
Revolution. For somewhat complex reasons,
nearly the whole of the English Left has been
driven to accept the Russian régime as
"Socialist", while silently recognising that its
spirit and practice are quite alien to anything
that is meant by "Socialism" in this country.
Hence there has arisen a sort of schizophrenic
manner of thinking, in which words like
"democracy" can bear two irreconcilable
meanings, and such things as concentration
camps and mass deportations can be right and
wrong simultaneously. The next blow to the
left-wing ideology was the rise of Fascism,
which shook the pacifism and
internationalism of the Left without bringing
about a definite restatement of doctrine. The
experience of German occupation taught the
European peoples something that the colonial
peoples knew already, namely, that class

antagonisms are not all-important and that
there is such a thing as national interest. After
Hitler it was difficult to maintain seriously
that "the enemy is in your own country" and
that national independence is of no value. But
though we all know this and act upon it when
necessary, we still feel that to say it aloud
would be a kind of treachery. And finally, the
greatest difficulty of all, there is the fact that
the Left is now in power and is obliged to
take responsibility and make genuine
decisions.
Left governments almost invariably
disappoint their supporters because, even
when the prosperity which they have
promised is achievable, there is always need
of an uncomfortable transition period about
which little has been said beforehand. At this
moment we see our own Government, in its
desperate economic straits, fighting in effect
against its own past propaganda. The crisis
that we are now in is not a sudden unexpected
calamity, like an earthquake, and it was not
caused by the war, but merely hastened by it.
Decades ago it could be foreseen that
something of this kind was going to happen.

Ever since the nineteenth century our national
income, dependent partly on interest from
foreign investments, and on assured markets
and cheap raw materials in colonial countries,
had been extremely precarious. It was certain
that, sooner or later, something would go
wrong and we should be forced to make our
exports balance our imports: and when that
happened the British standard of living,
including the working-class standard, was
bound to fall, at least temporarily. Yet the
left-wing parties, even when they were
vociferously anti-imperialist, never made
these facts clear. On occasion they were
ready to admit that the British workers had
benefited, to some extent, by the looting of
Asia and Africa, but they always allowed it to
appear that we could give up our loot and yet
in some way contrive to remain prosperous.
Quite largely, indeed, the workers were won
over to Socialism by being told that they were
exploited, whereas the brute truth was that, in
world terms, they were exploiters. Now, to all
appearances, the point has been reached when
the working-class living-standard cannot be
maintained, let alone raised. Even if we

squeeze the rich out of existence, the mass of
the people must either consume less or
produce more. Or am I exaggerating the mess
we are in? I may be, and I should be glad to
find myself mistaken. But the point I wish to
make is that this question, among people who
are faithful to the Left ideology, cannot be
genuinely discussed. The lowering of wages
and raising of working hours are felt to be
inherently anti-Socialist measures, and must
therefore be dismissed in advance, whatever
the economic situation may be. To suggest
that they may be unavoidable is merely to
risk being plastered with those labels that we
are all terrified of. It is far safer to evade the
issue and pretend that we can put everything
right by redistributing the existing national
income.
To accept an orthodoxy is always to
inherit unresolved contradictions. Take for
instance the fact that all sensitive people are
revolted by industrialism and its products,
and yet are aware that the conquest of poverty
and the emancipation of the working class
demand not less industrialisation, but more
and more. Or take the fact that certain jobs

are absolutely necessary and yet are never
done except under some kind of coercion. Or
take the fact that it is impossible to have a
positive foreign policy without having
powerful armed forces. One could multiply
examples. In every such case there is a
conclusion which is perfectly plain but which
can only be drawn if one is privately disloyal
to the official ideology. The normal response
is to push the question, unanswered, into a
corner of one's mind, and then continue
repeating contradictory catchwords. One does
not have to search far through the reviews
and magazines to discover the effects of this
kind of thinking.
I am not, of course, suggesting that
mental dishonesty is peculiar to Socialists and
left-wingers generally, or is commonest
among them. It is merely that acceptance of
any political discipline seems to be
incompatible with literary integrity. This
applies equally to movements like Pacifism
and Personalism, which claim to be outside
the ordinary political struggle. Indeed, the
mere sound of words ending in '-ism' seems
to bring with it the smell of propaganda.

Group loyalties are necessary, and yet they
are poisonous to literature, so long as
literature is the product of individuals. As
soon as they are allowed to have any
influence, even a negative one, on creative
writing, the result is not only falsification, but
often the actual drying-up of the inventive
faculties.
Well, then what? Do we have to conclude
that it is the duty of every writer to "keep out
of politics"? Certainly not! In any case, as I
have said already, no thinking person can or
does genuinely keep out of politics, in an age
like the present one. I only suggest that we
should draw a sharper distinction than we do
at present between our political and our
literary loyalties, and should recognise that a
willingness to do certain distasteful but
necessary things does not carry with it any
obligation to swallow the beliefs that usually
go with them. When a writer engages in
politics he should do so as a citizen, as a
human being, but not as a writer. I do not
think that he has the right, merely on the
score of his sensibilities, to shirk the ordinary
dirty work of politics. Just as much as anyone

else, he should be prepared to deliver lectures
in draughty halls, to chalk pavements, to
canvass voters, to distribute leaflets, even to
fight in civil wars if it seems necessary. But
whatever else he does in the service of his
party, he should never write for it. He should
make it clear that his writing is a thing apart.
And he should be able to act co-operatively
while, if he chooses, completely rejecting the
official ideology. He should never turn back
from a train of thought because it may lead to
a heresy, and he should not mind very much
if his unorthodoxy is smelt out, as it probably
will be. Perhaps it is even a bad sign in a
writer if he is not suspected of reactionary
tendencies to-day, just as it was a bad sign if
he was not suspected of Communist
sympathies twenty years ago.
But does all this mean that a writer should
not only refuse to be dictated to by political
bosses, but also that he should refrain from
writing about politics? Once again, certainly
not! There is no reason why he should not
write in the most crudely political way, if he
wishes to. Only he should do so as an
individual, an outsider, at the most an

unwelcome guerrilla on the flank of a regular
army. This attitude is quite compatible with
ordinary political usefulness. It is reasonable,
for example, to be willing to fight in a war
because one thinks the war ought to be won,
and at the same time to refuse to write war
propaganda. Sometimes, if a writer is honest,
his writings and his political activities may
actually contradict one another. There are
occasions when that is plainly undesirable:
but then the remedy is not to falsify one's
impulses, but to remain silent.
To suggest that a creative writer, in a time
of conflict, must split his life into two
compartments, may seem defeatist or
frivolous: yet in practice I do not see what
else he can do. To lock yourself up in an
ivory tower is impossible and undesirable. To
yield subjectively, not merely to a party
machine, but even to a group ideology, is to
destroy yourself as a writer. We feel this
dilemma to be a painful one, because we see
the need of engaging in politics while also
seeing what a dirty, degrading business it is.
And most of us still have a lingering belief
that every choice, even every political choice,

is between good and evil, and that if a thing is
necessary it is also right. We should, I think,
get rid of this belief, which belongs to the
nursery. In politics one can never do more
than decide which of two evils is the lesser,
and there are some situations from which one
can only escape by acting like a devil or a
lunatic. War, for example, may be necessary,
but it is certainly not right or sane. Even a
General Election is not exactly a pleasant or
edifying spectacle. If you have to take part in
such things—and I think you do have to,
unless you are armoured by old age or
stupidity or hypocrisy—then you also have to
keep part of yourself inviolate. For most
people the problem does not arise in the same
form, because their lives are split already.
They are truly alive only in their leisure
hours, and there is no emotional connection
between their work and their political
activities. Nor are they generally asked, in the
name of political loyalty, to debase
themselves as workers. The artist, and
especially the writer, is asked just that—in
fact, it is the only thing that Politicians ever
ask of him. If he refuses, that does not mean

that he is condemned to inactivity. One half
of him, which in a sense is the whole of him,
can act as resolutely, even as violently if need
be, as anyone else. But his writings, in so far
as they have any value, will always be the
product of the saner self that stands aside,
records the things that are done and admits
their necessity, but refuses to be deceived as
to their true nature.

POETRY AND THE MICROPHONE
About a year ago I and a number of others
were engaged in broadcasting literary
programmes to India, and among other things
we broadcast a good deal of verse by
contemporary and near-contemporary English
writers—for example, Eliot, Herbert Read,
Auden, Spender, Dylan Thomas, Henry
Treece, Alex Comfort, Robert Bridges,
Edmund Blunden, D.H. Lawrence. Whenever
it was possible we had poems broadcast by
the people who wrote them. Just why these
particular programmes (a small and remote
out-flanking movement in the radio war)
were instituted there is no need to explain
here, but I should add that the fact that we
were broadcasting to an Indian audience
dictated our technique to some extent. The
essential point was that our literary
broadcasts were aimed at the Indian
university students, a small and hostile
audience, unapproachable by anything that
could be described as British propaganda. It

was known in advance that we could not hope
for more than a few thousand listeners at the
most, and this gave us an excuse to be more
"highbrow" than is generally possible on the
air.
If you are broadcasting poetry to people
who know your language but don't share your
cultural background, a certain amount of
comment and explanation is unavoidable, and
the formula we usually followed was to
broadcast what purported to be a monthly
literary magazine. The editorial staff were
supposedly sitting in their office, discussing
what to put into the next number. Somebody
suggested one poem, someone else suggested
another, there was a short discussion and then
came the poem itself, read in a different
voice, preferably the author's own. This poem
naturally called up another, and so the
programme continued, usually with at least
half a minute of discussion between any two
items. For a half-hour programme, six voices
seemed to be the best number. A programme
of this sort was necessarily somewhat
shapeless, but it could be given a certain
appearance of unity by making it revolve

round a single central theme. For example,
one number of our imaginary magazine was
devoted to the subject of war. It included two
poems by Edmund Blunden, Auden's
"September 1941", extracts from a long poem
by G.S. Fraser ("A Letter to Anne Ridler"),
Byron's "Isles of Greece" and an extract from
T.E. Lawrence's Revolt In The Desert. These
half-dozen items, with the arguments that
preceded and followed them, covered
reasonably well the possible attitudes towards
war. The poems and the prose extract took
about twenty minutes to broadcast, the
arguments about eight minutes.
This formula may seem slightly
ridiculous and also rather patronising, but its
advantage is that the element of mere
instruction, the textbook motif, which is quite
unavoidable if one is going to broadcast
serious and sometimes "difficult" verse,
becomes a lot less forbidding when it appears
as an informal discussion. The various
speakers can ostensibly say to one another
what they are in reality saying to the
audience. Also, by such an approach you at
least give a poem a context, which is just

what poetry lacks from the average man's
point of view. But of course there are other
methods. One which we frequently used was
to set a poem in music. It is announced that in
a few minutes' time such and such a poem
will be broadcast; then the music plays for
perhaps a minute, then fades out into the
poem, which follows without any title or
announcement, then the music is faded again
and plays up for another minute or two—the
whole thing taking perhaps five minutes. It is
necessary to choose appropriate music, but
needless to say, the real purpose of the music
is to insulate the poem from the rest of the
programme. By this method you can have,
say, a Shakespeare sonnet within three
minutes of a news bulletin without, at any
rate to my ear, any gross incongruity.
These programmes that I have been
speaking of were of no great value in
themselves, but I have mentioned them
because of the ideas they aroused in myself
and some others about the possibilities of the
radio as a means of popularising poetry. I was
early struck by the fact that the broadcasting
of a poem by the person who wrote it does

not merely produce an effect upon the
audience, if any, but also on the poet himself.
One must remember that extremely little in
the way of broadcasting poetry has been done
in England, and that many people who write
verse have never even considered the idea of
reading it aloud. By being set down at a
microphone, especially if this happens at all
regularly, the poet is brought into a new
relationship with his work, not otherwise
attainable in our time and country. It is a
commonplace that in modern times—the last
two hundred years, say—poetry has come to
have less and less connection either with
music or with the spoken word. It needs print
in order to exist at all, and it is no more
expected that a poet, as such, will know how
to sing or even to declaim than it is expected
that an architect will know how to plaster a
ceiling. Lyrical and rhetorical poetry have
almost ceased to be written, and a hostility
towards poetry on the part of the common
man has come to be taken for granted in any
country where everyone can read. And where
such a breach exists it is always inclined to
widen, because the concept of poetry as

primarily something printed, and something
intelligible only to a minority, encourages
obscurity and "cleverness". How many
people do not feel quasi-instinctively that
there must be something wrong with any
poem whose meaning can be taken in at a
single glance? It seems unlikely that these
tendencies will be checked unless it again
becomes normal to read verse aloud, and it is
difficult to see how this can be brought about
except by using the radio as a medium. But
the special advantage of the radio, its power
to select the right audience, and to do away
with stage-fright and embarrassment, ought
here to be noticed.
In broadcasting your audience is
conjectural, but it is an audience of one.
Millions may be listening, but each is
listening alone, or as a member of a small
group, and each has (or ought to have) the
feeling that you are speaking to him
individually. More than this, it is reasonable
to assume that your audience is sympathetic,
or at least interested, for anyone who is bored
can promptly switch you off by turning a
knob. But though presumably sympathetic,

the audience has no power over you. It is just
here that a broadcast differs from a speech or
a lecture. On the platform, as anyone used to
public speaking knows, it is almost
impossible not to take your tone from the
audience. It is always obvious within a few
minutes what they will respond to and what
they will not, and in practice you are almost
compelled to speak for the benefit of what
you estimate as the stupidest person present,
and also to ingratiate yourself by means of
the ballyhoo known as "personality". If you
don't do so, the result is always an
atmosphere of frigid embarrassment. That
grisly thing, a "poetry reading", is what it is
because there will always be some among the
audience who are bored or all but frankly
hostile and who can't remove themselves by
the simple act of turning a knob. And it is at
bottom the same difficulty—the fact that a
theatre audience is not a selected one—that
makes it impossible to get a decent
performance of Shakespeare in England. On
the air these conditions do not exist. The poet
feels that he is addressing people to whom
poetry means something, and it is a fact that

poets who are used to broadcasting can read
into the microphone with a virtuosity they
would not equal if they had a visible audience
in front of them. The element of makebelieve that enters here does not greatly
matter. The point is that in the only way now
possible the poet has been brought into a
situation in which reading verse aloud seems
a natural unembarrassing thing, a normal
exchange between man and man: also he has
been led to think of his work as sound rather
than as a pattern on paper. By that much the
reconciliation between poetry and the
common man is nearer. It already exists at the
poet's end of the aether-waves, whatever may
be happening at the other end.
However, what is happening at the other
end cannot be disregarded. It will be seen that
I have been speaking as though the whole
subject of poetry were embarrassing, almost
indecent, as though popularising poetry were
essentially a strategic manoeuvre, like getting
a dose of medicine down a child's throat or
establishing tolerance for a persecuted sect.
But unfortunately that or something like it is
the case. There can be no doubt that in our

civilisation poetry is by far the most
discredited of the arts, the only art, indeed, in
which the average man refuses to discern any
value. Arnold Bennett was hardly
exaggerating when he said that in the
English-speaking countries the word "poetry"
would disperse a crowd quicker than a firehose. And as I have pointed out, a breach of
this kind tends to widen simply because of its
existence, the common man becoming more
and more anti-poetry, the poet more and more
arrogant and unintelligible, until the divorce
between poetry and popular culture is
accepted as a sort of law of nature, although
in fact it belongs only to our own time and to
a comparatively small area of the earth. We
live in an age in which the average human
being in the highly civilised countries is
aesthetically inferior to the lowest savage.
This state of affairs is generally looked upon
as being incurable by any conscious act, and
on the other hand is expected to right itself of
its own accord as soon as society takes a
comelier shape. With slight variations the
Marxist, the Anarchist and the religious
believer will all tell you this, and in broad

terms it is undoubtedly true. The ugliness
amid which we live has spiritual and
economic causes and is not to be explained
by the mere going-astray of tradition at some
point or other. But it does not follow that no
improvement is possible within our present
framework, nor that an aesthetic
improvement is not a necessary part of the
general redemption of society. It is worth
stopping to wonder, therefore, whether it
would not be possible even now to rescue
poetry from its special position as the most
hated of the arts and win for it at least the
same degree of toleration as exists for music.
But one has to start by asking, in what way
and to what extent is poetry unpopular?
On the face of it, the unpopularity of
poetry is as complete as it could be. But on
second thoughts, this has to be qualified in a
rather peculiar way. To begin with, there is
still an appreciable amount of folk poetry
(nursery rhymes etc.) which is universally
known and quoted and forms part of the
background of everyone's mind. There is also
a handful of ancient songs and ballads which
have never gone out of favour. In addition

there is the popularity, or at least the
toleration, of "good bad" poetry, generally of
a patriotic or sentimental kind. This might
seem beside the point if it were not that "good
bad" poetry has all the characteristics which,
ostensibly, make the average man dislike true
poetry. It is in verse, it rhymes, it deals in
lofty sentiments and unusual language—all
this to a very marked degree, for it is almost
axiomatic that bad poetry is more "poetical"
than good poetry. Yet if not actively liked it
is at least tolerated. For example, just before
writing this I have been listening to a couple
of BBC comedians doing their usual turn
before the 9 o'clock news. In the last three
minutes one of the two comedians suddenly
announces that he "wants to be serious for a
moment" and proceeds to recite a piece of
patriotic balderdash entitled "A Fine Old
English Gentleman", in praise of His Majesty
the King. Now, what is the reaction of the
audience to this sudden lapse into the worst
sort of rhyming heroics? It cannot be very
violently negative, or there would be a
sufficient volume of indignant letters to stop
the BBC doing this kind of thing. One must

conclude that though the big public is hostile
to poetry, it is not strongly hostile to verse.
After all, if rhyme and metre were disliked
for their own sakes, neither songs nor dirty
limericks could be popular. Poetry is disliked
because it is associated with unintelligibility,
intellectual pretentiousness and a general
feeling of Sunday-on-a-weekday. Its name
creates in advance the same sort of bad
impression as the word "God", or a parson's
dog-collar. To a certain extent, popularising
poetry is a question of breaking down an
acquired inhibition. It is a question of getting
people to listen instead of uttering a
mechanical raspberry. If true poetry could be
introduced to the big public in such a way as
to make it seem normal, as that piece of
rubbish I have just listened to presumably
seemed normal, then part of the prejudice
against it might be overcome.
It is difficult to believe that poetry can
ever be popularised again without some
deliberate effort at the education of public
taste, involving strategy and perhaps even
subterfuge. T.S. Eliot once suggested that
poetry, particularly dramatic poetry, might be

brought back into the consciousness of
ordinary people through the medium of the
music hall; he might have added the
pantomime, whose vast possibilities do not
seem ever to have been completely explored.
"Sweeney Agonistes" was perhaps written
with some such idea in mind, and it would in
fact be conceivable as a music-hall turn, or at
least as a scene in a revue. I have suggested
the radio as a more hopeful medium, and I
have pointed out its technical advantages,
particularly from the point of view of the
poet. The reason why such a suggestion
sounds hopeless at first hearing is that few
people are able to imagine the radio being
used for the dissemination of anything except
tripe. People listen to the stuff that does
actually dribble from the loud-speakers of the
world, and conclude that it is for that and
nothing else that the wireless exists. Indeed
the very word "wireless" calls up a picture
either of roaring dictators or of genteel
throaty voices announcing that three of our
aircraft have failed to return. Poetry on the air
sounds like the Muses in striped trousers.
Nevertheless one ought not to confuse the

capabilities of an instrument with the use it is
actually put to. Broadcasting is what it is, not
because there is something inherently vulgar,
silly and dishonest about the whole apparatus
of microphone and transmitter, but because
all the broadcasting that now happens all over
the world is under the control of governments
or great monopoly companies which are
actively interested in maintaining the status
quo and therefore in preventing the common
man from becoming too intelligent.
Something of the same kind has happened to
the cinema, which, like the radio, made its
appearance during the monopoly stage of
capitalism and is fantastically expensive to
operate. In all the arts the tendency is similar.
More and more the channels of production
are under the control of bureaucrats, whose
aim is to destroy the artist or at least to
castrate him. This would be a bleak outlook if
it were not that the totalitarianisation which is
now going on, and must undoubtedly
continue to go on, in every country of the
world, is mitigated by another process which
it was not easy to foresee even as short a time
as five years ago.

This is, that the huge bureaucratic
machines of which we are all part are
beginning to work creakily because of their
mere size and their constant growth. The
tendency of the modern state is to wipe out
the freedom of the intellect, and yet at the
same time every state, especially under the
pressure of war, finds itself more and more in
need of an intelligentsia to do its publicity for
it. The modern state needs, for example,
pamphlet-writers, poster artists, illustrators,
broadcasters, lecturers, film producers, actors,
song composers, even painters and sculptors,
not to mention psychologists, sociologists,
bio-chemists, mathematicians and what not.
The British Government started the present
war with the more or less openly declared
intention of keeping the literary intelligentsia
out of it; yet after three years of war almost
every writer, however undesirable his
political history or opinions, has been sucked
into the various Ministries or the BBC and
even those who enter the armed forces tend to
find themselves after a while in Public
Relations or some other essentially literary
job. The Government has absorbed these

people, unwillingly enough, because it found
itself unable to get on without them. The
ideal, from the official point of view, would
have been to put all publicity into the hands
of "safe" people like A.P. Herbert or Ian Hay:
but since not enough of these were available,
the existing intelligentsia had to be utilised,
and the tone and even to some extent the
content of official propaganda have been
modified accordingly. No one acquainted
with the Government pamphlets, ABCA (The
Army Bureau of Current Affairs) lectures,
documentary films and broadcasts to
occupied countries which have been issued
during the past two years imagines that our
rulers would sponsor this kind of thing if they
could help it. Only, the bigger the machine of
government becomes, the more loose ends
and forgotten corners there are in it. This is
perhaps a small consolation, but it is not a
despicable one. It means that in countries
where there is already a strong liberal
tradition, bureaucratic tyranny can perhaps
never be complete. The striped-trousered
ones will rule, but so long as they are forced
to maintain an intelligentsia, the intelligentsia

will have a certain amount of autonomy. If
the Government needs, for example,
documentary films, it must employ people
specially interested in the technique of the
film, and it must allow them the necessary
minimum of freedom; consequently, films
that are all wrong from the bureaucratic point
of view will always have a tendency to
appear. So also with painting, photography,
script-writing, reportage, lecturing and all the
other arts and half-arts of which a complex
modern state has need.
The application of this to the radio is
obvious. At present the loudspeaker is the
enemy of the creative writer, but this may not
necessarily remain true when the volume and
scope of broadcasting increase. As things are,
although the BBC does keep up a feeble show
of interest in contemporary literature, it is
harder to capture five minutes on the air in
which to broadcast a poem than twelve hours
in which to disseminate lying propaganda,
tinned music, stale jokes, faked "discussions"
or what-have-you. But that state of affairs
may alter in the way I have indicated, and
when that time comes serious experiment in

the broadcasting of verse, with complete
disregard for the various hostile influences
which prevent any such thing at present,
would become possible. I don't claim it as
certain that such an experiment would have
very great results. The radio was
bureaucratised so early in its career that the
relationship between broadcasting and
literature has never been thought out. It is not
certain that the microphone is the instrument
by which poetry could be brought back to the
common people and it is not even certain that
poetry would gain by being more of a spoken
and less of a written thing. But I do urge that
these possibilities exist, and that those who
care for literature might turn their minds
more often to this much-despised medium,
whose powers for good have perhaps been
obscured by the voices of Professor Joad and
Doctor Goebbels.

TRANSCRIBER'S NOTES

The following printer errors have been
corrected:
p. 7 lee -> be
p. 7 Night'S -> Night's
p. 12 marshal pétain -> Marshal Pétain
p. 12 the soviet press -> The Soviet press
p. 12 the catholic church -> The Catholic
Church
p. 32 napping -> flapping
p. 47 worldview -> world-view (to achieve
consistent spelling)
p. 57 Today -> To-day (to achieve consistent
spelling)
p. 64 barley -> barely
p. 65 and individual -> an individual
p. 74 war or 1914-18 -> war of 1914-18
On many pages, A has been changed to a.
Otherwise, the text is as in the original.
[The end of Politics and the English
Language and other essays by George
Orwell]

